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A FOREWOP..D 
State history and geography are a part of the ei ghth-gra-de course 
of study in vermont schools, although the number of weeks devoted to 
them varies greatly in different communities~ The only text book 
available was copyrighted in 1904j and aga,in in 1926 with minor addi-
tions . While a text of that date may or may not serve well as a record 
of early events , it is woefull y inadequate f or the study and discussion 
of modern devel opment s . CUrrent materials available consist largely of 
pamphlets published for the purpose of attracting tourists to the 
state and naturally make no eff ort to show a continuity of developments., 
Because of the lack of sufficient wel l - organized material on the 
economic an.d social history of Vermont, the author bas attempted to 
prepare this material for the use of eighth- graders . 
As modern local development is so largely dependent on how men 
and women earn a livirJ€ a~d how they react to the enVironment in which 
they live, I have placed mucb. emphasis on the hills , mountains , valleys , 
and the resources which they contain, together with the use which man 
bas been able to make of them. I have also placed emphasis on the 
social changes wbi ch bave resul ted therefrom. 
Reams have been written about the peopl e of Vermont . S1unmer 
tourists , Winter tourists, nostalgic former residents and observant 
citi zens have written articles and even entire books about these people .. 
As most of them have emphasized characteristics rather than the reason 
for them, the author has attempted to trace the heritage of these people , 
and to deterrrdne how it may account for these characteristics which 
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writers attribute to them to such a conspicu.ously high degree. There is 
no attempt made to co~are or contrast the Vermont native with the 
native of other states; that is not the purpose of this accaunt. If 
such were done and it reacted to his discredit, it would defeat others 
of ri13' purposes. 
One writer bas given five all-inclusive reasons for teaChing local 
history: 
1. "State history serves as a basis for the development of an 
intelligent and elevating state pride. 11 
2., IIState history puts the pupil in touch Wi. th local political, 
social and industrial development and furnishes him the 
background knowledge necessary for interpreting them." 
3. "State history furnishes the pupil w1 th concrete illustra-
tive material which aids him in securing an adequate 
understanding of national h;l.story." 
4. "State history supplies opportunity for pupil to come face 
to face with historical mterial, thus creating in him a 
feeling of historical reality and giving him teaching 
in handling historical sources." 
5. "State history supPlies the teacher with many opportuni-
ties to make his teaching conform to the modern educa-
tional principles of proceeding from the conc:~te to the 
abstract and from the known to the unknown." 11 
Schools spend many full semesters in social studies and other 
classes building up concepts of national pride, honor, and patriotism. 
That is of paramount i~ortance, of course. It is true, however, tbat 
national achievements are a composite of the efforts of its citizens 
who represent the smaller units of the nation; the states • . State 
achievements, in turn, are a composite of the achievements of the 
!/ Tryon, R. M., "The Teaching of Local and State History," Elements 
of the Social Studies Program, Sixth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, Philadelphia: McKinly Ptiblishing co., 
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citizens of their towns and cities. Few of the boys and girls in the 
eighth grade of any vermont school will participate at first band in 
the national government except by casting a ballot in November or by 
serving in the armed forces~ Every Vermont boy and girl, however, has 
the privilege of participating directly in town or city government. 
The New England town meeting is a. stronghold of democracy. Every town 
also elects one representative to the General Assembly every two years. 
Many boys and girls might aspire to such an honor. Knowledge builds 
interest; interest develops participation to the highest degree of whi ch 
\ a person is capable. Farticipation in local and state government serves 
as training by which one rrs:y qualify for national service. 
It is inspiring to watch stndents who, perhaps, for the first time, 
come face to face with the reality of geography and history. After 
studying the remote mountains of Africa and Alaska, they delight to 
observe and discuss those which they see from the kitchen Window at 
home; to feel that the quarries on the hill are an important part of a. 
great national mining industry; to know that Vermont men and women are 
serving the nation in countless capacities. It interests them to 
realize that their state had a. part in the great reform movements that 
swept the country during the last century. Perhaps every American boy 
and girl should know the name of warren Austin, but every Vermont boy and 
girl should know, in addition, that he was a. Vermont boy w1 th the same 
problems and aspirations which they have. In addition, they might know 
that often between sessions of the United Nations he enjoys the quiet 
and relaxation of his Vermont farm., 
])].gar wesley has well said, 
"The proper study of the local commu.ni ty will generate 
some pride in its past achievements and, '7' reasonable degree 
of faith in its future possibilities." 11 
This naterial was prepared with the hOpe that eighth-grade pupils 
might enjoy it and profit by it~ The preparation of it has been an 
invaluable experience to the author. 
"The study of local history in any state affords a rich 
OpPOrtunity for teachers of the social studies to become more 
effective instructors~ And in h'ums.nizing and vitalizing the 
.American scene through the application of loc.al , state, and 
regional illustration they will doubtless strike a spark, not 
only in the pupil but also in the parents of young America. 
The value of becomi~ /ami liar with the local scene can hardly 
be overemphasized. u 2.1 
In the words of William H. Burton, 
"The teacher is more concerned vd th using the colllii!IlD.i ty-
survey approach to study the local environment in order to 
discover illustrative materials and situations which 1::elong 
in the curriculum and which will rw.ke learning real and 
meaningful. " £/ 
Students could very well have the compilation of local material 
as the goal of a social st'Udies unit. Such IJRterial could become the 
property of the school libra.ry. 
As this material is prepared for· the use of junior high school 
pupils, footnotes have been used only to indicate direct quotations. 
y Wesley, ])igar Bruce, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools, 
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1950• p. 415. 
gj Peterson, William J., "The Use of Local History as a Tool in Studying 
American History, , u Utilization of Colm!llni ty Resources in the Social 
Studies, Ninth Yearbook, 1938. p. 110. 
2} Burton, Wi llia.m :a:. , II!Jr!J.e Community as a Source of Learning :Experience 
and Materials," The Guidance of~arni~ Activit~. 1944, p. 538. 
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VERMONT--THE WOBX OF A KIND MOTHER NATURE 
No discu.ssion of the people and industries of Vermont would be 
possible without a brief description of its topography, her mountains, 
rivers, lakes, and blue skies. T'.nose who live there love her every 
mood. T'JlOse who were born there but no longer live there see her in a 
rosy glow. The mountains are higher, the lakes cooler, the grass greener, 
and the streams more sparkling when visited in memory. Vermont • like the 
staunch friend that she is 1 grows on one. Wallace l1utting, in his "Vermont 
Beautiful," written after mu.ch touring of the state by horse and buggy. 
says, "Vermont only needs the truth told about her in order to be loved."l) 
Only si:x: states are smaller in area tban the Green Mountain State. 
can you name them? T".ne state bas, however. a great variety of plzy"sical 
features and attractions. Let us think of Vermont as ha.viDg a mountainous 
backbone extending north and south for the entire length of the state, and 
located just west of its center. This backbone consists of the Green 
Mountains . Le t us pack our k:J:lapsacks with light-to-carry foods, strap on 
our blankets, and take an imaginary trip along this roountainous backbone. 
We will need heavy hiking shoes for we are starting out on the Long Trail, 
a llfootpath through the wildernessll of the mountains. T".ais trail was 
constructed by members of the Green Mountain ClUb, people who love the 
mountains and who wish them to be made more accessible to others . 
We will start at the Massachusetts border approaching the trail 
fromBlackington, MassaChusetts. There are many apProaches to this 
!J Nutting, Wallace, Vermont Beautiful , Framingham: Old America Company, 
1922. 
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trail farther nortb. We must carefully follow the white-painted 
blazes along our way, for a blue blaze means a side-trail. we are 
starting on a 26Q-mile hilm, but we need not worry, for fifty 
shelters along otar way will allow us to stop and rest when weary. 
Let us be off; over the crest of the Green )(ounta.insl OI:Lr imaginary 
trip will be a rapid one. 
Much of the early part of our trip will be on mountains which 
are clothed in green to their tops and we will be walklng through 
s~ forests with the ground cool and soft beneath our feet, 
cu.shioned by fallen leaves of many seasons. Let us look about us 
when we reach an openiDg. en the wes t we see another range of mom-
tains. can it be? Yes, those are the Taconic Mountains which include 
Equinox Peak (3816•) • .A.s it is morning, the full sunahine is on the 
Taconics. We see their forest-clad slopes set against a background 
of azure blue. What a beautiful peaorama is spread ou.t before usl 
Is 1 t any wonder that Wali.Chester and surrau:nd.ing towns have been 
resort centers for us;ny years? On our west we see the high rolling 
hills. They now lie in shadow so Nature has mixed gray with her 
lavish blues, greens and purples • 
.As we move northward we reach Killington Peak (4241• ). we are 
in the vicinity of Rutland. On our west we now see rolling land and 
valleys and here the beautiful Otter Creek winds in and out among 
them. It is the longest river in the state. The Indians called it 
"Peco'Ck:-took, II meaning II croolmd r1 ver. If In later times it has fur-
nished water power for manufacturing in several villages and cities 
which nestle along its banks. Its valley contains excellent farm 
land~ On our right we have seen only the high rolling hills which 
form a part of the Green Mountains. Two rivera of ill!?ortance make 
their wa:y through them. The more southern one is the West River; the 
northern one the :Slack. Vermont ts first inhabitants used these 
rivers as highways~ The streams formed a link between the Connecticut, 
the great waterway lea.ding to southern New England, w1 th its English 
settlements • and ~lain• the great lake leading toward Canada, with 
. . 
its French settlements. The headwaters of the eastern-flowing and 
western-flowing rivers are only a few miles apart~ ' The Indians 
carried their canoes across such strips of land or. portages. 
portions of the Otter-:Slack route were used as the route of the 
first military road in Vermont, a corduroy road extending from Crown 
point to Springfield. The building of this, the crown Point road, 
was suggested by General Amherst, an .Ecglish general. It was made 
of logs laid crossWise. 
we are moving almost directly north as we hike along the crest 
of Lincolk Peak (4013') and Mt. Ellen (4135') and on to the peak best 
known to those who live in Centra l Vermont, camel•s Bump to us, but 
the Couchant Lion to n:any. :aere we start the hardest part of our 
trip~ :aere there will still be Dllch easy climbing but many more 
rocks to get over, more gu.lleys to cross • and more cliffs to scale. 
we can reach. the top in a couple of boors and will feel well repaid 
for the effort which we made. Rere we are at the topJ It is just 
sunset. we look around us and feel that this indeed is the finest 
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view to be seen in our state. Lake Champlain is on tbe west, with the 
glorious sunset above it and another sunset mirrored on its glassy 
bosom. Could anything be lovelier? Between us and tbe sunset are 
the rolling bills of the vermont Lowland with a ribbon of silver Wind-
ing through them after it leaves the gap in the mountains, the 
Winooski , the "Heartway of Vermont.n liThe Indians called it the 
'Winooskie-Took,1 the Onion Land River. ••• Thirty miles inland from 
Lake Champlain the river • • • bas sawed through a range of mun tains 
nearly a mile high. ••• If you stand at the Narrows at :Bolton and 
look up over four thousand feet at green ranges which press in from 
either side and down sheer roCk walls seventy feet to the river, it 
is hard to conceive how the Winooski could ever have done it. The 
answ~r lies partly in the fact that the river is patien.t.nY 
The Winooski River, too, was part of an old Indian route. 
Indian canoes glided up this river from Lake Champlain right through 
where :Barre now stands, for they went up the Stevens :Branch toward 
Williamstown Gulf. perbaps you already know about the watershed or 
divide in that gulf where the headwaters of the Winooski and those 
of the White River •s Second :Branch ca.n both be seen. The watershed 
is in the vlcini ty of tl:e n:e.ssi ve base of a mountain which seems to 
block the road and around which the highway swerves. The Indians 
carried their canoes over this portage, thus going from the Winooski 
to a branch of the Vihi te River and dovm it to the Connecticut. This 
rout·e was often ca~led the French route, for ~ t was commonly used by 
them-. It was over this and the Otter-Black routes that Indian and 
lf Hill, ~ph Nading, The Winooski: B:eartway of Vermont, ~1ew York: 
Rinehart and Co., Inc •• 1949, Pp. 3-5. 
FrenCh war parties traveled to make raids on the unfortunate frontier 
English settlements in northern )4a.ssaolmsetts~ It was over these 
routes, too, that unhappy white prisoners traveled north~d to the 
St. Francis Indian village in canada, or even to the Indian village 
at the mouth of the W.ssissqa.oi River in our own state, facing 
possible imprisonment, slavery or torture. 
:Before we travel farther let us look to the east. Nearby we see 
the Green Mountains spreading out into a fan-shape, and as the day is 
clear • away beyo:cd them the fbi te Moa.ntains of New mam_pshire. :Between 
the White a11d ~een Uolllltain ranges lie rolling hills. This is the 
vermont Piedmont , worn down to a peneplain, interspersed by moun-
tainous proJections known as the Granite Hills. The name was derived 
from the fact that they contain the valuable granite resources of 
the state, though it is not all sui table for commercial use. Millstone 
Hill (1700•) in :sarre !!!own is the highest and contains one of the 
most valuable gra.ni te deposits in the world~ Have you noticed the 
ma.ny sma.ll and large lakes on the East? 11~s is the true lake 
region of vermont containing over 100 large and small bodies of water-
beautiful sheets of water, sparkling in the summer sun like jewels 
amidst the hills of this favored region." The report of one state 
geologist states that these bodies of water are of glacial origin, 
due to the damning of hollows and valleys, by the debris of the Great 
Ice .Age. 
To the west, beyond the lake which bears the name of its discoverer., 
we can see the Adirondacks o:f New York. On the east we see another 
range of the Green Mountains, for they have divided into several ranges 
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and spread out in a fan-shape as we proceed north. '!'he most conspicuous 
of these ranges which we now see on our r i ght is developing into the 
Worcester Range, which is visible from many of your homes. Down the 
side of the RwDp we go across the Kontpelier-Burlill€ton highway w1 th 
its unsurpassed mountain scenery enhanced by the bea.utif'ul Winooski 
which bas emerged the victor over mountains. 
Now we are on our way to Yount Mansfield (4393•) and the very 
"top of Vermont. 11 We can see Lake Qba.m9lain on the left and like to 
think back to the days when Sanuel de Champlain and a band of 
Algonquin& on the warpath paddled swiftly and noiselessly along that 
moodl' expanse of water, toward evening the quieter parts as smooth as 
a mirror but the next .day its turbulent waters angrily dashing against 
its ro~ shores in an effort to break the bonds which confine it. 
On the east we now get a splendid view of the worcester Bange with its 
peaks of Whiteface • Hunger and Elmore, known to all of you. These 
mountains add to the grandeur of the eastern view. They, and not 
Kansfiel~J. are the ones which you see from :Barre. The former can be 
seen only from very high points. as the worcester range is high 
enough to prevent its being seen from most places. From the summit 
of Mansfield we see high mOillltains on three sides of us. Straight 
ahead is the famous Sn:uggler •s Notch of war of 1812 fame. Let •s not 
fail to climb into the caves where the smugglers of that day are said 
to bave hidden goods which figured in trade w1 th :Sri tish canada. 
~e Notch is between Mt. Mansfield and Sterling Mountain and has been 
the scene of several eighth-grade field trips. On. on we go • ever 
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northward. we are weary but the air is e:rhilirating, the scenery 
beautiful, and we feel the joy of l?eing in the wilderness of our 
state. At last we reach Jay Peak (3861 •), one of the most beautiful 
of them all. F.rom 1 ts s'l.lllll!li t we see canada to the north. we have 
reached the end of the Long Trail. '\fhat fun 1 t would be to travel 
over other parts of the route which follows the crest of the great 
eastern mountains of .AJnerica, for you understand th.e Long Trail is 
a part of the great Appalachian Trail. 
We llave seen the important mountain ranges and peaks of the state; 
we ba.ve seen the two great watersheds, the Connecticut and Lake 
Champlain. we bave not seen the third great drainage basin into 
which Vermont brooks and rivers send their waters. This is th.e Lake 
Memphremagog basin into which several Vermont rivers flow. The head-
waters of these almost meet those of branches of the Connecticut and 
Passumpsic. It was thus possible to travel from Qanad.a to east ern 
Massachusetts,from Lake Memphremagog via Vermont rivers which lead 
into the Connecticut. This was the third commonly""'.l.Sed Indian route. 
It is important tllat we get a picture o:f the topogra.pey of our 
state, for it is these munta.in.s, the valleJS which llave been cut by 
the patient rivers, the resources which millions of years have de-
posited in the hills, and the soils which have been formed by the 
work of nature, which helped determine how our ancestors lived and 
how well they lived. These same things help determine how we nay 
live. They likewise will influence the Vermont of the future. We 
mu.st remedler, however, tllat the way man utilizes the gifts of nature 
11 
is also a large factor in determining how and how well we and future 
generations may live. More than this, the topograPb1 of a region 
seems to determine what manner of men its sons will become. Strength 
and weaknesses seem to grow partially from o-yr p~sical surroundings. 
Ethan .Allen said ma.ny years ago, "The gods of the valleys are no t the 
gods of the hills." Isaac Jennings has given us this quotation from 
George CUSter , a G • .l.R. member of Bennington, Vermont: "There is 
something abou.t the mountains which gives to those who dwell am;,ng 
them, breathe their air, overcome their peculiar difficulties, and 
realize in themselves the spirit of their independence, which makes 
men w1 th clear apprehension of justice and invincible courage in de-
fending their rights. •• 
The wind whispering through t he pines, the babble of brooks, 
the roar of waters, shimmering lakes, the sunset glow in the heavens, 
the towering strength of mountains, all contribute somethiDg to the 
lives of men. 
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Suggested Activities 
for use with 
VERMONT: THE WORK 01!~ A DND MCY!'HE.R NATURE 
1• Make an enlarged map of the state (d:r·awn to scale). Show the 
mountain ranges and the higher peaks. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Draw an outline map of the state. On it show the Green Mountain 
Range, its peaks , and the Long Trail. 
Make a salt and flour map of Vermont showing its surface, its 
river valleys, its national and state forests. 
On an outline map show the Vermont Piedmont, several of its 
granite. monadnocks, and any lakes with which you are familiar. 
Show ten villages of this region,; 
On an outline ma.p show the three drainage basins of the state. 
6. Draw an outline map of Vermont. On it show the early I ndian 
routes and the rivers which they followed. 
?. Draw a cross section of the Green Mountain Range. 
Draw a cross section of the worcester Range. 
Using a salt and flour mixture, or newspaper pulp, construct two 
mountain peaks side by side, one of which is Mt. Mansfield. The 
other may be a peak in the 'v7hi te Mountains, the Canadian Rocki. es , 
or the mountains of Alaskl3~ . Use the scale i" =- 1000•. 
Find poems about the Vermont w~untains, lakes, valleys, or other 
scenic attractions . Choose one to read aloud to the class. 
•I 11. 
II 
Read one of the following books and tell the class 
three interesting parts: 
about two or 
. 'I 
I 
il 
II 
I 
a. "The Winooski : B:eartway of Vermont." 
b . "Let Me Show You Vermont." 
c. IIWinter in Vermont . 11 
?lana field trip to observe local streams , soils and rocks. 
should follow a disc:ussion of the work of the Great Glacier .• 
1 13. Plan a class field trip to be taken in the month of JUne. I t ma.y 
be to a mountain or to a lake. 
I! 
11 
13 
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VERMONT: .A. WILDEBNESS INB:A:BITED ONLY :BY Rl!J)Mm 
T".ais land now called Vermont · was a Wilderness when the southern 
New England colonies were being settled. It was the haunt of the 
eagle, raven, grouse, turkey, deer, moose, lynx, bear, moose, and 
catamount or "cat of the mountains," the fiercest of them all. Charles 
Miner Thompson describes them as "all larger and heavier than in 
]!)J.rope." Fish abounded, too. Salmon were found in the Lake Champlain 
rivers, sba.d and salmon in the branches of the Connecticut. Samuel 
Williams tells us that there were thirty-six quadrupeds, the largest 
of which was the moose, one having been found that was seven feet 
tall. :Beaver, otter, II!IlSkrat, and mink were present in great IIWllbers. 
He fUrther adds that the catamount seemed to have what the ancients 
called the lynx, most fierce a.nd ravenous of any aninal in the state. 
These animals were often seen but were never very numerous. Williams 
tells us more about early animals~ ~ beavers were three to four 
feet long and weighed over sixty-three pounds as compared with 
eighteen-pound beavers of DJrope~ The Vermont bear outdid his 
European cousin by weighing four lmndred pounds as compared with 
the mere one lm.ndred and fifty-three pounds of the latter. He 
states that the salmon weighed from thirty-five to forty pound's; 
seven t o ten pound trout were common. I trust Mr. Williams was not 
just t:elling a "fish story" when he described the fish. It was a 
veritable paradise for those red savages who lived by bunting and 
fishing. It is no wonder that the Indians used it for those pur-
poses. 
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One writer states that it was controlled successively by the 
Algonqt;Lins and Iroquois Indians. D. P. Thompson says, 11 Though the 
Iroquois were not the original owners and occupiers of any part of 
Vermont the.y did possess it before 1540 for a. century, then vol~ 
ta.rily gave it back to the Abnaki tribe of the Algonquin goup who 
kept control until the whites settled it. 11 T.he Mohicans lived in 
southeast Vermont and the Coosucks near the present village of 
Newbury,where they lingered long enough to cultivate the plain. 
we obtained many names from these Indians. .A.mong them are: 
Connecticut: 
()q;>ompanoosuc: 
Otta Q;u.echee: 
Me!I!Phremagog: 
GDJinni-tukq-ut, meaning "long tidal river u 
onions 
stream with whirling waters 
Mem-plow-bouqu.e, meaning 11large eJg?anse of 
wa.ter 11 
Bomozeen: chief 
Joe•s and Molly's Ponds 
Winooski.: Winooskie-took, meaning "onion land river" 
The greater part of these Indians became alarmed in 1725 and removed 
to canada. .A. few of the coosuck tribe returned to Coos after the 
French and Indian wars and remai ned t here until they became extinct. 
Molly• s and Joe•s Ponds are named after t wo of this gro~. An Indian 
village at Vernon in southeast Ver mont was inhabited jointly by a. 
remnant of the Mohegan tribe who fled there for refuge from the New 
York Mohawks and the PocumtukB. The former, called the Squak:hea.gs, 
were under the protection of the latter. Their old Mohawk enemies, 
however, attacked and almost annihilated them in the l660•s. The 
third Indian settlement in Vermont was occupied by the .A.bnakis after 
the Iroquois retired to New York. The Vermont historian, Walter 
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crockett, gives George Sheldon, Ma.ssachu.setts historian, as authority 
for saying that a powerful confederacy of tribes occu.pied the 
Connecticut Valley from ~tford, COnnecticut to Brattleboro, Vermont. 
Many evidences of Indian occupation have been found there in the form 
of skeletons, domestic utensils, a burial place, cleared fields used 
for planting, the site of a fort, and ot~~r tldnes . 
The lndians of this part of the country were wanderers, and it 
is hard to sa1 where any Indian village was located. It is apparent, 
however, that Indie.ns wandered freely across Vermont's well-stocked 
hllnting grounds, and occasionally ca.mped loDg enough to plant corn 
a100ng the lush meadows of the Great Oxbow Coos or n~ the mouth of 
the Otter creek or the Winooski River. 
Crockett states that many relics have been found in the north-
western part of the state and tha.t, in fact, many sections of the 
state show evidences of repeated Indian occupancy but that the veri-
fication of historical evidence is so incomplete that onl';{ the 
Swanton area has been definitely established. 
While Vermont was definitely a hunting and fishing ground for 
the red men, its chief part in .American history up to 1763 lay in the 
fact that it lay bet\Veen two great natural routes whose tributary 
waters connected the French of canada with their enemies, the English 
of southern New England. Indirectly, too, this very fact led to the 
occupation of thes e lands by the white man. The map of vermont shows 
us the two great drain~e systems, the ~lain-St. Lawrence and 
the Connecticut with the headwater streams of one almost meeting those 
of the other. These waterways formed both the dividing line and the · 
link between the warring Indian nations, the Iroquois and Algonquins. 
They also separated the French from the English settlements while at 
the same time they made attacks possible one from the other. 
Perhaps one Indian deserves special mention. After the death of 
King Philip many surviving Indians migrated northward and northwest-
ward~ The French welcomed these Indians and allowed them to establish 
the village of St. Francis in ~eb·ec. This became the home of many 
Indian refugees, and by 1702 it bad an Indian population of one 
thousand. Second to this in size was an I ndian village in Vermont 
at the mouth of the Mississquoi River. This village was on the direct 
route from CBna.d.a to Albany and to the settlements of whites in 
central Massachusetts. Here were Indians living who had lost their 
Massachusetts and Connecticut lands to the English and who now became 
willing tools in the bi:l.nds of the French for making raids on wbi te 
settlements in the vicinity of central New York as well as on those 
of Deerfield and Northfield on the COnnecticut. To verify this we 
have a statement by Reverend John Williams in a narrative on his 
captiv-1 ty. He was taken prisoner by a party of French and Indians 
in the capture of Dec:-..rfield, Massacrro.setts, in 1704. · I:Ie wrote, nwe 
went on a dayts journey from the lake (Champlain) to a company of 
Indians ," (this being after they had passed down the lake some dis-
tance from the Winooski River). "We stayed at a branch of the lake 
and feasted two or tbree days on geese ld.lled there.uYit baa been 
said that early settlers saw flocks of fowl near Mississquoi Bay so 
!J Crockett, Walter , I:Iistor~ of Vermont (5 vol.) New York: The Century 
· History Company, Inc., I Gl-1923. 
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large and dense that .the sun would be obscured during their flight. 
Crockett states, IIQf all the chieftaills who led savage bands out of 
Canada to fall upon the New Englam settlements few were more dreaded 
than Greylock. • • • In 1723 he was living on the shores of 
W.ssissqu.oi :Bay. His method was to go forth with a force of trusty 
savages •••• buil d a canq> at some convenient and secluded point near 
the town, and keep out spies and scouts in small parties • who were 
ready to take scalpS or captives and hurry away for Canada. " Efforts 
uade to conciliate the Indian chief wer e always eluded~ He continu:ed 
to be the dread of frontier settlements in this region. Efforts were 
nad.e to rout him out of his castle strongbold, but failed. He was 
active for ove1• fifty years, but age conquered him at last. However, 
Indian raids ceased temporarily with the treaty between France and 
England in 1725. 
There followed an interval of peace during which time the English 
were encouraged to move farther up the Connecticut lU.ver for the 
purpose of establishing new settlements. ~ey did take some precaution, 
for in 1724 a fort was built within the present limits of :Brattleboro. 
~s was called Fort Dummer and its purpose was to protect frontier 
towns and to send scouts up the river routes and to mountain lookouts 
searching for signs of the approaching en~. 
With the ou.tbreak of war in 1744 raids, massacres, end terror 
returned. Many efforts were made to attack and destroy the Indian 
village of St. Francis in oa,nada~ £.11 were unsuccessful until General 
.Amherst, who coiDIIanded the :British troops in the Champlain Valley, 
ordered Major Robert Rogers, the famous scout, to ~;~.ttack and destroy 
the enezrw•s settlements. In October of 1759 Rogers, with two lmndred 
men, attacked the village and set fire to it. Two-thirds of the 
Indian men were killed.. Six hundred white scalps :banging u.pon poles 
over the doors of the wigwams gave silent proof of llllrderous Indian 
forays~ The destruction of St. Francis ended the long period of 
Indian raids and left the old hunting, fishing and fighting ground 
of the Indians open to white settlement. No longer would every 
minu.te be fraught with the fear that loved ones might be taken 
prisoner and taken on the long and weary ina.rch to Qa;nada, or, what 
was worse, be tortured or massacred. 
we cannot leave the story of the Indian in our native state 
without considering whether or not these early inhabitants are our 
ancestors. The fact t:bat they bad practically all either left the 
area or been destroyed by the end of the French a.nd Indian War indi-
cates that they are not. There are, however, a !XIl.IIi)er of Vermonters 
who claim to bave Indian blood in their veins. Census figures seem 
very incomplete regarding the IIU.lJlber of Indians in the state~ The 
1860 census gives the 1IWI!ber as twenty; the 1870 one gives it as 
fourteen. These figures give evidence of the fact that comparatively 
few of us can safely boast of having the "blood of warriors. 11 
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Suggested Activities 
fo1· trse with 
VERMOl~T: A VTILDEP.lTESS I J.if.B:A.'BI TED QlL Y :SY RED MW 
1. Malee a, list of I ndian names found in Vermont ; list others found 
in New England; those found in other parts of United States. 
2 . Read about any one of the fo llowing to report to the class : 
Indirm villages in Vermont ; Grayl ock; Rogers' Ra;ngers; I ndian 
Raids ; a topic of your own selection. 
3. On an outline nap of the state show the t hr ee Indi an villages . 
Play or sing a piece of Indian music to the class . Explain the 
meaning of I ndian n:usic:., 
Read aloud to the class selections from umawat:b..a. li 
Ask the librarian at the public library to l et you see .the local 
newspapers published while the 1951 legislattu·e was in session. 
Try to find i terns about the I ndian land claims presented to that 
legislature. Read them and report to the class . 
Construct an Algonquin I ndian :b..ome. 
Constrttct an I roquois I ndian home. 
Plan a dramatization or a conver sati on to illustrate one of the 
followi ng: 
a . I ndian raid. 
b. Indian council . 
c. I ndian captives being taken to Qanada.. 
d. Indians trading furs with the white men. 
Write a letter to a present-day I ndian reservation asking for in-
formati on about how they live today. 
Read and report orally on one of the following books: 
a . "The I ndians of To day • 11 
b . uwith the Indians in the Rockies." 
c. "Ro;yal ton Raid. " 
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TEE COMING OF TEE WHITE MAN AW HIS EA:aLY SETTLEMENTS 
The French explorers came to America long before the English. 
Among the early :r.rencbmen to come to .America was Jacqu.es Qa.rtier. 
He it was who discovered and claimed the St. Lawrence Valley for his · 
monarch. You remember he explored the great river upstream as far 
as the Lachine Rapids, climbed wbat is now Mount Royal and gave the 
city of Montreal its name. As he looked over the surrO'Il.Ilding bills 
and valleys he perhaps saw to the south some wooded -hills which we 
know as Vermont. History does not record any such discovery of this 
land. It was in 1603, sixty-eight years later, that Champlain, the 
great French explorer and colonizer, came to the New World to become 
governor of New France~ In 1609 the only white settlements in North 
America were St. Augustine, Santa Fe, port Royal, and ~ebec. The 
latter two, of course, belonged to the French. The French were 
proba.bl;y the greatest of all explorers · and colonizers in the New 
world. Champlain was no exception to this. He went down the St. 
Lawrence River exploring it and the Gulf • then out into the .A. tlantic 
and down its eastern coast to southern New England. It was perhaps 
only bio e.xplorer•s soa.l tb9.t made him wish to see the beautiful lake 
which his friends, the .Algonquin Indians, told him lay to the south-
ward. He, with one or two other Frencbmen and sixty Indians, in 
twenty-four canoes 1 left the main paxty at the rapids near the :Basin 
of Cbambly. On July 4, 1609, he entered the lake which bears his 
name. In his jouriiB.l he IIS.kes this comment: "Continuing our course 
over this lake on the western side, I noticed while observing the 
":1 
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count1·y, some very high mountains on the eastern side, on the top o:f 
which was snow~ · I made inquiry of the savages whether these locali-
ties were inhabited when they told me the Iroquois dwelt there, and 
that there were beautiful valleys in these places with plains pro-
ductive in grain ••••• together with many kinds o:f :fruit without limit." 
Historians believe limestone cliffs may have given the impression 
o:f snow. 
"l:f vermont could have chosen her own discoverer no :finer type 
o:f man than Samuel Champlain could have been selected from all the 
captains o:f that age who sailed the seven seas." 
It was on this trip that Samu.el de ~lain gave help to the 
Algonquins in their war against the Iroquois. In a battle :fought 
near the present site o:f Ticonderoga. the Iroquois warriors :first saw 
the "white man t s lightning~ 11 firearme in use. They became terror-
etriclten by the attack a:cd fled into the woods. The eneiey" gave cbase 
and captured some of the warriors. Ollan:!Plain describes in detail 
how one o:f these was tortured. One historian states tha.t the iiqlortance 
o:f this event has probably been overemphasized in its contribution to 
the final expulsion of the n-ench from America~ This battle, at 
least, deepened the hatred o:f the Iroquois Indians :for both their 
.A).gonquin enemies and their n-ench allies. The Iroquois never ceased 
in their pursuit o:f the French until the latter were defeated by the 
E~lish one hundred fifty yea.rs later. 
The ]l"ench king, of course, claimed the Champlain Valley as his 
domain,; French people, then, were the first to attempt to settle our 
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state. In 1666, captain La Motte built a fort and shrine to St. Anne 
on Isle La Motte in Lake Cba.Ir!Plain. This was the first mill ta.ry post 
built on Lake Champlain, the first settlement in Vermont made by 
whites, and the first place of worship erected in the state~ This 
fort was abandoned after a few years of occupancy. In 1731 a French 
fort was erected at Crown Point and named Fort St. Frederick. This 
was well built and used as a base from which raids were sent out. 
Between 1753-1756 a fort was built at the point where Lake George 
empties into Lake Champlain. This, Fort C&rillon (later Ticonderoga), 
was erected by General Montca~ In 1759 he ordered the evacuation 
of both carillon and Frederick, w1 thdra.wing his forces to Isle a.ux 
Noix. The French land.s on both sides of the lake were granted in 
large tracts as far soa.th as Crown Point~ .A. small settlement grew 
up at Alburg and another at Chimney Point directly across the lake 
from Crown Point. AS the troops retired from the military posts 
most of the settlers retired northward to Canada.. Only blackened 
chimneys were left at Chimney Point, so we may say tba.t all French 
attempts at settling what is now Vermont collapse~ Only four years 
later the :nrench hold on America was broken by the defeat of Montcalm's 
troops at Quebec. By the Treaty of 1763, Vermont became the undisputed 
prOperty of England. 
Are we descendants of these early French settlers? No. Like 
the Indians, they bad left the state by 1763. The French people now 
living in vermont will be discussed later. 
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Thus, the land of the Green :MOWltains was freed of savage war 
parties and opened to settlement by the white nan. Now, at last , 
could fue established settlements have peace. No longer would the 
savage war shoop disturb the 11 ves of those who would be peaceful, 
industriou.s farmers. Now the would-b e farmer could get land in vermont. 
HOW IIB.ny settlements had already been established in these lands 
in spite of French wars and Indian scalpings ? The following ones had 
been founded: 
1724-----Fort Dummer (Brattleboro) 
1724-----Pownal 
1738-----Sartwell's Fort in Vernon 
1737----Fort Bridgnan in Vernon 
1735-----Grant of Westminster; 1751 settlers 
went there from Northfield. 
1740-----Vernon 
1742-43--Dummerston 
1752-----Springfield 
1753-----Rockingham 
1751-----Ralifax . 
Many of these settlements were abandoned during the French and Indian 
wa:r. but With the return of peace families returned to their homes. 
W'J:la.t na.nner of man Wished to settle in these hills and on the 
fertile me8.dows? Many men bad crossed the land during the wars, 
some as soldiers, . others as captives. These travelers bad not had 
their eyes closed to the advantages for farming which much of the 
land offered. Neither bad they been blinded to the abundance of fish 
and game. Even the fear-blinded eyes of the terror-stricken captives 
could see the great stands of timber on hills and mountains. Samuel 
Williams, in the first history of Vermont ever written (1794), tells 
2.4 
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of white pines coiiilWnly 247 feet tall and 6 feet in diameter, 
hemlocks 41911 through, maples nearly six feet in diameter and grow-
ing to a height of loo-200 feet. He writes that the pines appear 
to be the oldest of the trees and showed rings to indica. te an age 
of f'rom 350-400 years. Wl:J,9.t a sight those virgin forests must have 
been to a land-hungry ma.n1 
A flood of migration poured northward as soon as fighting 
ceased. It flowed in two streams siiiUlta.neou.sly, one going to the 
Connecticut Val ley and the other to the Housatonic Valley in south-
west Vel'lOOnt. .A.lmost every year from 1760-1800 saw some advance in 
settlement. Fertile areas were settled first so homes were often 
far apart • . :By 1771 there were fifty-five towns with a. population of 
4,600, three settlers per s~re mile; in 1781 there were ninety-five 
towns with a population of 30,000, ten set tlers per sqware mile. 
(.A.cco~a.nying maps show areas of set·tlement.) 
People from COnnecticut dominated in the flood of migration, 
though many came from other colonies in southern New ]klg1and. T'.a.e 
best farm lands in Connecticut bad been taken up alroost a century 
earlier. .A. bigh birth rate made it necessary for young men to 
migrate to new lands if they desired a farm of their own. Nearly all 
men were farmers and poor farmers at that. Land fertility was ruined. 
11Nevr land" was the cry • . Such young men migrated to become farmers 
and to build homes in the new commonwealth • 
.Another land-lm.ngry group were the speC"Il.lators who wished to 
get cheap land, then sell it at a profit. These greedy men formed 
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no large percentage of the new settlers ~ 
The third group of settlers included those diose.tisfied with 
church laws in the older colonies. These often migrated e~ families 
or even as entire congregations~ Thus, the Congregational Church of 
orWich , Connecticut moved to Eennington , Vermont . 
fourth grou.p of migrants were those who disliked political 
conditions in the old lands. These , and the third group , were 
probably coP~aratively few in number. We find that they established 
church laws · similar to those they left, for the most part , and the 
commonwealth of Vermont itself was first named New Connecticut ~ 
One author states that the most important reason was the Yankee 
land hunger with the grass on the other side of the fence always ap... 
pearing greener . 
wey did these p eople follow tb.e o~:rm.ecti~:mt and ousaton· c Ri vex s? 
~nese rivers offered the easiest routes for ndgration. d not 
Massachusetts given the Equivalent Lands to Connecticut in payment 
for other land granted wrongly by MassacmUJetts? J?er:haps 001mecticut 
people wished to occupy them even though they lJad been sold,. It was 
easy, too , to get a grant of land from G~vernor ] enning Wentworth of 
ew Hampshire. Bennington , the first township granted in wlla.t is 
now Vermont , may be used as an illustration. This town was supposed 
to be six miles square and was laid out by a surveyo1·. I t was 
granted to Colonel William Williams· and fifty- nine others. I n 
I ~ennington a tract of five hundred acres (2 shares) was set as'de for 
Governor Wentworth. I ll oost towns one share was set apart for the 
I 
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English Church, one for foreign missions, one for the first settled 
minister, and one for the benefit of a school. Every grantee was 
required to cultivate five acres within five years for every fifty 
in his share; All white and other pine trees fit for the masting 
of the royal navy were to be saved and C'llt on:ly w1 th His 1&ajesty•s 
special license. 
The first new settlers sent glowing reports back home to friends 
and relatives. Relatives and friends hurried to this land of promise. 
-
They came from Connecticut, ~ssaclm.setts, Bhode Island and New 
Eri:Unpshire, though ConnectiC'Ilt furnished a large proportion of the i n.'- · 
migrants. Settlements grew by leaps and bounds. Wi tbin a few 
decades nearly the entire state was settled~ (See maps.) We II!llSt 
remember that the soil of the new land was being COII¥ta.red with t he 
worn-out soils of old New England. The West of today, with its 
deep prodnctive soil, had not even been crossed by the white man. 
Vermont showed great agricultural promise to her young settlers., They 
were young, for even as late as 1800, forty years after real settle-
ment be~, two-thirds of the Vermnters were under twenty-six years 
of age~ They were young and had the courage of the young. The rich 
l:xu.nus in the topsoil has accumu.lated over centuries~ Now man had at 
last come to rob Nature of her gifts. No fertilizer was added to the 
soil.· It was believed that snow acted as a fertilizer; tba.t winters 
were actually getting milder; perhaps even tlie growing season was 
growing longer~ Wheat was planted. The fine yields justified plant-
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ing it again and again, for wheat prices were high. Man bad not then 
thought of conserving the gifts of Nature. Vermont's thin topsoil be-
came e:x:hausted in n:any places. A. H. COpeland, in his Statistical 
and Historical Account of the County of .Addison, Vermont, states that 
up to 1820 1J'hea.t was the staple crop of Vermont. Then in 1828 the 
wheat weevil or midge caused the wheat crop to fail. Never again did 
wheat attain its earlier prominence in this state; During the 1820•a 
a.griCillture was in a state of transition. W'hat was to be the staple 
crop? 
In an earlier section some of the nany beauties of our state 
have been mentioned. Now, let us be very practical and review the 
advantages and disadvantages which Vermont offered to a young farmer 
in the period from 1750 to 1800. This is a young farmer who expects 
to raise a large family of children and who wishes them to have the 
advantages of their day • .Among the good things offered by this 
wilderness to the settler, according to writers and bistorians, were 
the following: well-watered springs, brooks with falls to provide 
power for the grist mill, rivers for floating logs, excellent timber 
of oak, IIJa.ple, beech, birch, elm, ash, spruce, hemlock, tamarack, 
cedar, and white pines which towered over 100 feet into the air. 
Rich lands abounded along the streams and bordering Lake Champlain; 
the great virgin forests sheltered many animals whicll would provide 
meat for the fa.mily and furs for export~ The fish were such fish 
as you boys would delight to catcb. Salmon, shad, trout, piCkerel 
and suckers were netted and packed in barrels to serve the family 
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as winter food and for export. 
vermont, we now kmw, bad her full share of handicaps to agri-
culture~ The state is almost entirely mountainous, toward the 
south the mountains forming an almost unbroken ridge for nany miles, 
w1 th man forced . to build highways two thousand feet above the level 
of the sea.~ The only real level land was bordering Lake Champlain. 
The rivers were not navigable except for rafts and the very falls 
that might provide power likewise prevented navigation. Even the 
broad Connec.ticut was sh/:l.llow in places, and in order to be navigable 
would need six canals built around · falls. La.1oo Champlain was both 
broad and deep, 'but the Richelieu River which formed its outlet bad 
falls • and a canal would be necessary there. The beauti:f'ul forests 
Jlll.St be cleared before man could far~ One early writer states that 
the state was one vast, solemn, stu.bborn woodland that demanded 
dogged minds and hickory Illll.Scles for its conquest. Much of the soil 
was thin and rocky due to the work of the Great Glacier. The grow-
ing season was short. Wolves and bears abounded and would be sure 
to take their share of farm animals whenever they could catch them. 
What type of man was willing to face such oddS to gain the 
good things offered almost for the taking? Another writer describes 
these pioneers as silent, God-fearing men who made plain duty the 
test of citizenship. He says they labored with a stu.bborn soil, 
eked out a scanty existence, all the time moulding cl:la.racter until 
they wro-J.ght out of the wilderness a wonderful little state and 
peopled it with men and women who bave been the strength of our 
nation. 
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So,xthwest vermont became most distinctive of the new Connecticut. 
Many settlements were begun, like Pawlet, Vermont. captain Jonatl:Ja.n 
Willard from Colchester, Connecticut, received the grant of this 
township, using old neighbors' names on the clJarter~ Then he bought 
nany of their rights~ Sett lers came to the town to settle and 
Connecticut laws and customs were es tablished. 
An entire clm.rch or neighborhood group often nd.grated. Such a. 
group would elect officers before leaving Connectieu.t. Men would 
come north to plant crops and build shelters; then return to 
Connecticut and bold a town meeting to plan town affairs; famdlies 
would migrate toward or in winter, as travel was easiest then. The 
people of Salisbury, Connecticut, settled castleton and Salisbury, 
Vermont, in this wa.nner. Pomfret, Vermont, was granted to people 
of Pomfret, Connecticut; Woodstock, Norwich, Hartford and Hanover . 
to those of Lebanon, Connecticut; Da.rtmoath to those of Wheelock, 
Connecticut. 
While seventy-six Vermont towns were named from towns in other 
states, over forty of them bore names of Connecticut towns from 
which they sprung and bad Connecticut civil and religious officers. 
These settlers came especially from the uplands in Tolland and 
Windham Counties, eastern Connecticut, and from the hill towns in 
Li tchf'ield County, western Connecticut. The fo1•mer settled along 
the Connecticut in eastern Vermont. Among these were a few college 
graduates and a few wealthy. They were a conservat ive, pious and 
law-abiding people,with many of the Congregational faith. Those from. 
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Litchfield County settled southwestern verrront and the Champlain 
Valley. .A.mong these were nany doubters in religious natters, some 
:Baptists, some members of the English Church, and some Separatists. 
All objected to the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut which requil,ed 
the payment of taxes for the support of the Congregational Church. 
.Among these settlers, too, were many rough, bold, and adventurous 
men. Many were free-thinking, independent, courageous and fearless. 
It was from such as these that our bes t-lmown early Vermonters came. 
Ethan Allen was one of these free-thinking men who emigrated to the 
western area. Re opens the story of his own travels by stating that 
ever since he arrived to a state of manhood, and acquainted himself 
w1 th the general history of mankind, he had felt a sincere passion 
for liberty. Bls brother, Ira.·was among the early comers. He, 
with Ethan, other brothers and two cousins, Seth Warner and Remember 
:Baker. formed the nucleus of the famous Green Mountain :Boys. 
These were the very type of men needed by the so-called New 
· ~shire Grants when dispu.tes arose over land titles,. after both 
the governors of New York and Nsw Bamp~hire had granted land, in 
some cases the same strips. The Allen brothers were large land 
owners. Accounts give them credit for owning a large part of the 
land west of the roou.ntains and east of the lake. They could ill 
afford to have their 1a.nd titles, which had been granted by Governor 
Benning Wentworth of New ~shire, canceled. 
Ethan became the leade1, of the intrepid band of Green Mountain 
Boys organized to prevent the New E':Lmpshire settlers from being driven 
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off the "improved lands u by the hated Yorkers. )4a.ny of these lands 
bad not been improved. The catamount Tavern, the Comrrd. ttees of 
Safety, the "beech seal," "viewing," can be read about in any ac-
count of Vermont history so will not be discussed here. Without 
trying either to condemn or condone the acts of these lawless but 
fearless patriots, we must grant they were, in a sense, the true 
founders of our state. Their struggle with the Yorkers was inter-
rupted by the Revolutionary war. The ~aplain Route again became 
a rattleground and highway, with .American patriots now fighting for 
freedom against the arbitrary rule of the mother country. Ethan 
Allen forgot the land struggle long enough to lead a force to cap--
ture the :British stronghold at Ticonderoga. He later attempted to 
capture Mont~e.al without proper orders. The attempt was unsuccessful. 
Ethan became a ~ritish prisoner and spent more than two years in an 
English prison. 
The outbreak of the war and the signing of the Declaration of 
Independence took the attention of New York and England off the 
lands between the Connecticut River and Iake Champlain for a time, 
thus giving the Green Moun~a.in people a.n opportunity to bring for-
ward their new idea. Why should not the New Sarnpshire Grants become 
a separate state? Why bow to either New ~mpshire or New York? 
.A.ccordingly, in 1777, a Declaration of Independence was drafted by 
the inhabitants of the Grants in whicll. they declared independence 
for a new state under the name of "New Connecticut... Upon learning 
later that there was already a district in PennsylvS.nia known as 
"New Connecticu.t, II the name was changed to "Vermont." 
General 13urgoyne, who invaded the Champlain Valley in 1777 on 
his way to meet his fellow officers in Albany, described the people 
of this new commonwealth as the most active and rebellious race on 
the continent. 
Later the same year a band of delegates adopted the first 
Constitution for the infant independent commonwealth, for Vermont 
had not yet been recognized as a sister of the original thirteen by 
the Continental Congress. FOr fourteen years Vermont was governed 
as an independent region (1777-1791). One cannot help but admire 
the courage and initiative of these, our forefathers. 
It is in these early settlers tba.t one sees the beginning of 
those characteristics which many ba.ve come to associate with 
Vermonters. Here we see the independent spirit taking root; we 
see the establishment of democracy of a broader type tba.n in the 
parent colonies. Every early Vermonter was interested in politics, 
both local and national. Here we see the beginning of Verm:mt in-
dividualism, the courage to act according to one's beliefs and con-
victions, though all the world object. Let us look at a few 
descriptions of these people which have been written by others: 
One states that the typical settler spent boyish evenings on floor 
near fireplace listening to stories of war, ·suffering and heroism, 
as a boy soldier fo"Ught Indians, ran the gauntlet, was tak~m prisoner • 
escaped ~ a veteran at twenty-five. He became a pioneer in Vermont. 
Others joined him and a town was settlad mostly by those from one 
C Ollllmllli ty • Such people . became s elf..;sufficient to a great degree. 
Another calls them a climbing and creative stock who delighted 
in obstacles, felt certain of thei r purposes, and proceeded to make 
over by means both bold and dubious whatever environment they might 
encounter. 
One official report on the progress of the state asserts, "It is 
probable that no state in the Uirl.on was settled by choicer immigration 
tban that which passed up the Connectico.t River to the Green Moun-
tains ••••••• they were all acclimated, hardy, accustomed from 
childhood to the use of axe and gan, eager and full of ambitious 
purpose to form homes and colllliU.D.i ties of their own. They were all 
of the same stock; they possessed the same ideals; they were anine.ted 
by the same pu.rpos e." Y 
What did these zealous patriots plan for a government of their 
f~ee and independent state? They modeled a consti~tion based on the 
Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776, but there were some important 
addi tiona. The first was the .A:BOLITION OF SLAVERY, placing Vermont 
as the first state to accomplish this. The second was the establish-
ment of UNIVERSAL MIU.TROOD SUFmA.GE, givi~ Vermont the honor of 
being first to establish this. Freedom of religion was likel'lise 
grantec4 Unfortunately, a few yea:rs later, words were added which 
limited this right to members of the Protestant faith. The entire 
document showed the determination to keep the con trol in the hands 
of the people. This constitution became the law of vermont in 
]J Rossiler, William s., Reprint from .An Histori cal and Statistical 
Study of the Progress of the State, 1911. 
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JUly, 1777, the same year tl:Je.t saw the Americans fight so gallantly 
at Saratoga. It was fittingly adopted in a tavern in Windsor dur-
ing a terrific cloudburst. The tavern is now known as the 
Oonsti tution H01.1se. Thus, vermont , born of a century · of conflict, 
/ 
cradled by two greedy foster mothers, defied all clai nants to her 
lands and established herself as an independent coDIDOnweal th. Her 
next IOOve was to apply for admission to the union of thirteen 
states. Once more she found it necessary to struggle, but success 
crowned her efforts at last • 
.A,fter years of vainly petitioning Congress to become a member 
of the Union With the other thirteen, Vermont got her way, for 
Oongt"ess on March 4th, 1791, enacted an act by which the "State of 
vermont" should be admitted into tbis Union. f'.ais act was signed 
by George Washington, then President of the United States. Vermont, 
too, bad the honor of having its first national officers appointed 
by the first president of our country. 
The vermont Sentinel of October .28, 1800, and the watchman 
printed in Montpelier, vermont, Thursday, March 7, 1811, give the 
following figures for certain towns: 
!7J.Q !§QQ. 1810 
-
:Bennington .2377 .2.243 .25.24 
:Brattleboro 1589 1867 1891 
Poultney 11.21 1697 1905 
.Rutland 1407 .2124 .2379 
Woodstock 1605 .2130 .2672 
Middlebury 395 1.263 21.38 
vergennes 40 516 835 
:Barre 16 919 1669 
:Burlington 332 815 1690 
St. Jobnsbury 143 675 1334 
st • .Albans .256 901 1609 
Montpelier 118 890 1877 
Total for state 85538 154,449 .217,915 
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Of the m:unbers reported in the 1'791 census, all but 2,600 were of 
English origin. This was 98% of the total. The 2,600, or remaining 
2'%, were of Scotch stock who had settled largely in Ryegate and 
Barnet. The county name ncaledonia" was given to tbis section of 
the state in recognition of its early Scotch settlers • 
.As time passed, towns to the north were granted.. Settlers 
began to choose locations more carefUlly. The early ones had a 
tendency to locate on the hills where timber was more easily cleared 
than in the valleys. There was also . less danger of fiilding uilder-
brush and swamps. The hills, too, might serve as lookouts from 
which attacking parties could often be seen as they approached to 
attack. 
These early rugged settlers often found that they must carry 
~ain twenty, forty, or even sixty miles to a mill. For this 
reason it was found later to be convenient to build horaes in valleys 
near falls where grist mills could be operated. The mortar and 
pestle was the only substitute for the grist mill by the old mill 
stream. They could then farm the valley bottoms which were found 
to be more fertile than the surrounding hills, or perhaps they 
settled near beaver dams where the 11beaver meadow" could be drained 
for cultivation. A few were able to locate on areas which had 
been cultivated· earlier by the Indians or the French. Much of the 
soil was found to be excellent for the production of grain, vegetables, 
and fruit. In some sections wheat production ran as high as forty 
bushels per acre. :soth wheat a.ud wheat flour could be easily sold. 
Unfortunately, these early Vermonters mined the soil; no fertilizer 
was used, and after successive plantings the soil was drained of the 
plant nutrients which bad formed there during the centuries before 
man be~n to despoil Nature. 
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Suggested Activities 
for use with 
T1!E COMIN'G OF THE WBl TE MAl~· ~ID P.J:S FAP.LY SET:I.lLD~ENTS 
1. On £m outline map of Vermont show the early forts and settle-
ments built by the white men. 
2. Draw a map of the western waterways of this region . including 
the islands 1 the falls and other points of interest. Trace in 
color the route of Samuel de Champlain. Show early forts and 
settlements built in this ree,'ion. 
3. Write a paragraph or more explaining wl~ the help which Champlain 
gave to the .Algonquin I ndians is often considered responsible for 
the eventUal expulsion of the Jj'rench from North Junerica. 
4 . Li st the names of Vermont towns having the same names as towns 
in southern New Engla.nd States; those having French names. 
I 
I 5. I Draw a sketch shoWing how a township was surveyed. 
,I 
j' 
il 
'i 
:I 
li 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
Make a time line showing the growth .of Vermont•s population since 
1790. (Refer to table.) 
Make a time line showing the first settlement in each of the :t-Iew 
England States. Add the dates of the settlement of Montpelier 
and :Barre to your line. 
Make a mural showing the occupation of t his state by the several 
groups who occupied, claimed, or settled i t . 
Make a m~ral depicting imPortant events in the rustory of the 
state. 
:Build a panorama showing a pioneer se~tlement in t:b.e proper 
surroundings. · 
Make a diorama showing any early activity of the people. such as 
the naking of potash. 
rl 
il 
I' 
1\ 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
·I I Visit one of tb.e houses lis ted in the IIJ:Jarren story. Pay special I 
attention to the style of architecture; the doorways are beautiful • . 
II 
12. 
13. Visit Miss Chandler, local teacher in the past. She can tell you 
14. 
much about the former history of :sarre. 
Compare the life of an early Vermont boy or girl With yo~· own. 
~uis may be done by a series of cartoons or as a written r eport. i! 
I 
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Suggested Activities 
for use with 
THE COMING OF TEE WHITE MAN A.'ID J:II S EARLY SETTLEMENTS 
(Continued) 
15. Dramatizations or conversations which you might like to do : 
a. The discovery of Lake Champlain. 
b . Conversation between Samuel de Champlain and the 
I ndian chief with whom he made a bar gain. 
c. Would-be proprietors of a town i nterview 
Governor Wentworth in regard to getting a grant. 
d. An early town meeting in :S~re. 
16. Read the section of "The Green Mountain :Soysn that deals with 
t he capture of a New York surveyor ; the part which describes 
the capture of Fort Ticonderoga. Report to the class. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
., 
II 
I 
I, 
II 
II 
!I 
I) I 
I 
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THE STORY Oll' FARMING IN VERMONT 
As farming was the chief industry of the state let us trace 
the development of it from the early days to the present~ Wheat 
seems to have been the staple crop up to 1820. The yield per acre 
was high on the new land. There was a ready market with high 
prices. In the late twenties the wheat weevil appeared and re-
sisted all efforts to eradicate it. The insect persisted and by 
1837 wheat growing as a staple crop was largely abandoned. Sheep 
raising replaced it as the main source of income. The tariff was 
high and encouraged wool production. A retired consul in Spain, 
when returning to his Vermont home, brought a flock of prize Merino 
sheep from Spain. He interested his friends in raising them. When 
prices dropped during the War of 1812, the wool-producing business 
suffered temporarily. The protective tariff which was inaugurated 
after the close of the war caused it to revive. and by 1840 there 
were six times as ma.ny sheep in Vermont as there were persons. The 
qu.a.li ty of wool was steadily improving. It looked as though the 
entire state would become one huge sheepfold. Farms became larger 
as the prosperous farmers bought out others. 
In 1840 Vermont ranked second among the states in the production 
of wool. The census Report of 1860 declared that Vermont produced 
as fine sheep as a.ny in the world. In 1863, at the International 
Exhibition in Hamburg. vermont Merino sheep took two first prizes 
as having the heaviest fleeces and the longest wool of any of that 
class exhibited, althQ'IJgh the choicest flocks of :&nrope were repre-
sen ted. 
========~F=========================================================-=-=-======--·==-=~p-======== 
:But even so, sheep in Vermont were doomed. :Sy the forties the 
tariffs llad drop-9ed and one-third of Vermont's sheep were sold for 
bides or mutton. Grad:u.a.lly, as the last frontier was settled and 
sheep ranching developed on the Great Plains, tb.a.t region became a 
ma.rket for a high qu.a.li ty of sheep for wool production. Vermont 
farmers developed a ma.rket for fine blooded stock. Men skilled in 
caring for sheep often joined the westward migration. All in all, 
Vermont was losing her best sheep. ~~s did develop a renewed 
interest in producing superior anima.ls. With it came an interest 
in improving the breed of other farm animals. The early cattle 
were of a very poor variety and were raised chiefly to be sold in 
the :Boston beef ma.rket 1 or perhaps in New York or Philadelphia. 
The anima.ls were sold 11 on the hoof" and were driven the distance 
of one bundred fifty or two hundred fifty miles to the Brighton 
slaughterhouses just outside Boston. 
Other farm crops of some importance during this period were 
potatoes, corn, oats, maple products, hay, and haps. In 1840 
Vermont ranked second in the country in the hop production. John 
Graham reports tb.a.t there were ma.:ey orcbards in Bennington County 
as early as 1797. 
Congressman Slade of vermont said in 1841 that in ratio to her 
population Vermont was first in the production of potatoes, she~, 
butter and cheese. He ma.de a stirring appeal to the South to SU!>-
port a wool tariff as tb.a.t product was vi tal to Vermont farmers. 
Noneof these things, however, was important enough to take the 
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place of wool-production decreases. It was necessary that Vermont 
farmers find a new staple. Dairy products began to come to the fore. 
Census figures for farm products first give butter and cheese an 
important place in 1860. 
Throughout the first sixty years of her existence as a state 
vermont was handicapped by a lack of good transportation for both 
farm products and other goods. The first i~rovement in this 
direction came With the building of turnpikes, privately-owned 
roads financed by the collection of tolls at certain points along 
the way. Previous to t he building of turnpikes, what roads there 
were were kept in repair by a local Surveyor of Highways who might 
e~ct four days of labor each year from every able-bodied nale 
between the ages of twenty-one and sixty. As this could be re-
quired at any time or place, it was not a popular task. T'.11e turn-
pikes seemed like a wonderful thing to the farmers of vermont. 
The first vermont road of this sort was built between :Bennington 
and :Brattleboro and is now known as the Molly Stark Trail. It had 
five gates. Other early turnpikes were ElijahPaine•s between 
:Brookfield and the Onion River, with four gates; the Green Mountain 
between Clarendon and :Bellows Falls, with f1 ve gates; one between 
Woodstock and Windsor • With two. :By 1815 fifty turnpikes were in 
operation. If a party of five had started out on a two hundred 
fifty mile ride in those days the chances are it would bave cost 
them about seventy-five dollars for tolls. One simply could not 
afford to travel. Even so, turnpikes were not profitable for those 
who owned them. :Sy 1850 few were still in use. The last turnstile, 
one on peru Mountain, was opened for free travel in 1917. 
In spite of turnpikes, travel at best was bad. Corduroy roads 
were rough, plank roads wore out easily, llllld was deep at times, holes 
were plentiful. In spi te of everything, products went to narket, 
but often in a form that could be easily transported. Grain was fed 
to animals, the meat :rrarketed on the hoof, lumber was made into 
potash, apples were made into cider, potatoes were made into starch, 
and grain into rum. Much of the freight was carried in the winter 
when the worst holes in the road might be partially filled with 
snow and cm.shi oned by it. 
During this same period there was felt a great need for im-
proved water transportation. In the early 1800•s canals were 
built around the Great Falls in the Connecticut River at :Bellows 
Falls, and later at ~echee, Wilder and other points. The 
Connecticut River was thus made navigable from Wells River, Ver:nont, 
to Long Island Sound. In 1814 water navigation was opened between 
Concord, New Hampshire, and :Boston, Massachusetts. '!!his cut the 
land haul from Vermont to :Boston in half. 
:Business in western vermont was likewise booming. :By 1800, 
thirty vessels were plying between Wbitehall and St. Johns with 
six stops. Goods were then shipped overland to Troy, New York, or 
to Montreal. Lumber, meat, staves, shingles, butter, cheese, 
flaxseed and maple sug.-a.r f ormed the chief exports. :Sy 1809 a 
steamer was operating on Lake Champlain. crockett, the Vermont 
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historian, states that the world's second steamboat, the "Vermont," 
was operated on Lake Chall!Plain. Times were good, but better times 
were coming. In 1817, after long agitation, the New York legislature 
e.uthorized the cons truction of the Champlain canal which allowed 
water travel be tween the lake and the Hudson River. In 1823 the 
first canal boat, built in St. Albans and laden With wheat, potash, 
and other articles, started southward. Celebrations were held along 
the route from Troy to Albany. This cut the travel time from New 
York to St. Albans in less than half and the cost of shipping goods 
to one-third. This canal diverted lllllch :Boston trade to New York 
via :Burlington. It helped the lake towns a great deal but burt 
inland towns like Montpelier. The business men of such towns 
watChed the prosperity of lake villages with longing, and agitation 
started for canal surveys of other rivers in the state. 
This period of boom times was follovted by one of both hard 
times and bard luck after .1810. In 1811 a cloudburst tore across 
the state, leaving in its wake destroyed bridges , barns, mills and 
trees. Meadows were stripped of their tapsoil and debris was 
scattered everywhere. This storm was very important, for it af-
fected most the central valleys of the state which then led in 
both agriculture and nanufactu.ring. 
1816 is known as "fa.m:i.ne year.•! Snow fell in June; ice formed; 
crops froze. It was such a cold summer that the new crops planted 
never matured. The winter brought suffering. Old accounts mention 
wild turnips and nettles as being eaten. One author tells us tl::lat 
l..,7 
sheep had just been sheared (June 8) and, where possible, the fleeces 
were bound around the bodies of these anill1il.ls to keep them from 
freezing. 
EPidemics, too, visited the little Vermont villages and left 
in their wake death and fear. There were over six thousand. deaths 
from nspotted fever" alone. This was in the days before medical 
science bad discovered "wonder drugs,n before ether was used as an 
anaesthetic; in fact, in the early years of the last century an 
ounce of prevention was worth much more than a pound of cure. 
Worst of all, perhaps, the resou .. rces of the state were dwindling. 
f,he fish were smaller and less plentiful. Those caught in Otter 
Creek weighed less than an ounce apiece. Deer, moose, beaver and 
salmon were practically extinct. Forests were dwindling and with 
them the potash and lumber trade. The cutting of great numbers of 
trees had caused the spring rains to rush over the mill dams in 
torrents instead of being held baCk by the forests and fed gradually 
into the streams throughout the year.. This meant ba.rdly enough 
water to run the mill wheels at times. The soil was wearing out. 
The fertile humus which originally blanketed the fields was being 
used up in the older tovms for no fertilizer llad been used to re-
place it. 
Sheep and more sheep had seemed. to be the salvation of the 
farmers • but sheep were decreasing in numbers. What was to be the 
solution to the farm problem? Then came the railroad'! About 1850 
the first railroad was built in the state and within a few years 
four hundred miles had been constru.cted connecting most of the larger 
villages with the markets of the great cities of the Northeast. This 
made possible the marketing of butter and cheese. 
So, after 1850, less grain and hops, and fewer beef cattle, were 
produced in Vermont. We find the raising of horses at its best at 
the time of the Civil war. We find the raising of cattle f or the 
production of butter and cheese on the increase. Roney production, 
maple sugar and syrup, corn and oats, potatoes and hay are shown by 
statistics to ba.ve had an important place in the income of farmers 
for a long time. 
Another important fact should be mentioned here. New canals 
and railroads which bad brought a measure of proaperi ty to Vermont 
bad been causing great changes and developments in other parts of 
our country as well. The great wheat fields of the plains, the great 
corn fields of the prairies, the cattle and sheep ranches on the 
drier lands of the Great plains, could not help but bring stiff 
competition to the land of the Green Mountains. The refrigerator 
car was invented, making possible the shipping of meat and dairy 
products from the new west to the East. 
This refrig~rator car helped Verruont, too, for there had come 
a demand for fluid milk and cream from the seaboard cities. Here 
was a product that Vermont could produce. She bad fine pastures, a 
good climate for milk production, and the need for more farm income. 
So the farmers began to market fluid milk, creameries became the 
middle man in the business and made less butter and cheese~ Since 
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1900.ndlkproduction bas come to be the leading source of Vermont 
farm income. 
~ things have contributed to cause this. we might consider 
some of these. Improved methods of production can be given an im--
portant place. The first annual report of the Vermont State :Soard 
of .Agriculture, Manufactures and Mining was published in 1872. It 
stated as the aim of the board the development of every industrial 
interest in the state~ :By that year they already appreciated the 
fact that this state could not compete With the West in grain pro-
duction; that grazing and not market gardening would be important; 
that fruit raising presented many difficulties; that breeds of 
cattle must be improved; that soil conservation rilllSt be practiced; 
that the raising of cattle feed must be improved; and that the 
various stone industries were of growing importance. Scientific 
a.g,Ticu.l ture seemed to be the answer. Constant efforts have been 
directed toward the improvement of breeds of cattle. .A publication 
of the Vermont Department of Agriculture states that Holsteins, 
Jerseys 1 .Ayrshires and Guernseys are those most coiDII¥)nly raised, 
though Milking Shorthorns, :Brown Swiss and other breeds are common. 
Sanitary regulations, experimental work at the State Agricultural 
College in :Burlington, improved marketiDg methods, farm extension 
service, and an increasingly high standard of qua.li ty have combined 
to make Vermont one of the great dairy states of the country. To 
supplement farm income from this branch of the industry is that 
derived from maple products, pout try and egg raising, the "Real 
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vermont Torkeys,Jt potatoes, honey, :t'ruits, and taking "summer 
boarders." The follolfing pages contain information taken from t he 
J.gricW.ture reports pa.blished by departments in the natio:Dal govern-
ment. 
....... L • . · -.. .... 'f 
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TOtal value of farm products: 
Dairy products sold: 
Other stock and products sold: 
Pou.l tcy and products sold: 
Forest products sold: 
Fruits and nuts sold: 
Vegetables sold: 
Horticultural specialties sold: 
Other crops sold: 
Used at home: 
$79,752,863 
49,305,522 
6,201,009 
5,372,072 
3,697,681 
1,473,190 
353,982 
304,163 
3,551,006 
9,491,218 
In that yea:r there were 3,930,514 acres in farlll3, of which 1,280,592 
acres were in crops, 1,972,851 acres in pasture, and 1,551,474 acres 
in woodland. Nine-tenths of .all farms were owned by the operators~ 
Other figures of interest given in this report include: 
Value of corn raised: 
Val·a.e of oats raised: 
Value of alfalfa hay raised: 
value of clover or tiiOOtcy: 
Value of other tame hay: 
Value of potatoes: 
Value of apples: 
Value of home vegetables: 
Value of horses and colts: 
$ 3,002,410 
1,518,845 
1,417,883 
16,603,224 
8,696,213 
2,625,471 
1,833,298 
2,958,562 
4,860,362 
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value of cattle and calves: 
Valu.e of cows and heifers over 
two years old: 
value of chickens: 
Gallons of milk: 
$44,514,305 
1,635,893 
These figures seem rather impressive but we must bear in mind 
that agricultural prosperity in our state depends on its ability to 
meet western competition in these products. Scientific production, 
a high qua.li ty product, cooperative marketing. and rapid transporta-
tion seem to be imperative~ The Vermont Department of Agriculture 
is making every effort to promote the well-being of Vermont farmers. 
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IMPORTANT FARM CROPS OF VEi?.MONT 
1840 lliQ ~ ill.Q 1920 . 
•corn •corn *corn *corn •corn 
•oats •oats •oats •oats •oats 
wheat wheat wllea.t *potatoes wheat 
buckwheat buckwheat buckJrhea.t maple sugar barley 
*potatoes *potatoes *potatoes •syrup *hay 
flax and *hops *maple sugar cattle other for-
hemp and syrup (milch) age crops 
*maple sugar 
hops •cattle sheep *potatoes 
*horses a.n.d (milch) 
•maple sugar Jllllles wool •maple 
sheep sugar 
silk in cattle *butter 
cocoons *wool maple 
sheep *cheese syrup 
horses and *but ter 
ID.tles •wool *honey straw-
*cheese berries 
cattle *butter *milk 
*honey apPles 
*swine •cheese *forest 
eggs products horses 
*sheep •honey and 
beeswax apples apples •cattle 
•wool (milch) 
hay tobacco stra._ 
poultry berries *milk 
*hay 
hay *bay 
tobacco 
*-Indicates the more important crops. 
VALUES OF FARM gtOFS IN CEaWN YEARS (Approximate) 
~ 1925 1930 ~ 1940 ~ 
-
Total value $19,507,874 $~367. 601 
corn 2,900,000 3,000,000 
Oats $2,396,349 $1,207,325 7,500,000 15 ,ooo, 
Alfalfa. . 190,583 391,700 422,94? 1,400,000 
Clover or 
Timotcy 10,200,000 13, oo:>. 000 7,200,000 16,600,000 
Other hay 3,700,000 8,700,000 
potatoes 5,000,000 2,000,000 2,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 2,600,000 
Apples 1,700,000 1,100,000 1,400,000 450,000 620,000 1,800,000 
Horses and 
Colts 10,400,000 6,400,000 5,700,000 6,000,000 5,700,000 4,800,000 
Chickens l, 600,000 
Dairy prod-
ucts 21,800,000 49,000,000 
Poultry and 
Eggs sold 2,200,000 5,370,000 
Value of all 
products 
sold and 
used 55,870,000 38,200,000 79,700,000 
*-Mostly for feeding. 
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The heyday of the horse seems to be over» but one could not write 
about Vermont without incl,.lding the story of the Morgan, one of the 
most distinguished l ines of horses that our country bas produced. The 
founder of this line we Will call J'U,stin Morgan. for that was the name 
of his owner and the name commonly given to him. 
Justin was given to a Vermont schoolmaster in payment of e. debt 
owed by a Springfield, Ma.ssacbnsetts man. The colt was small and 
classified as a runt by all who saw him. His master brought him to 
Randolph, vermont, where he rented the small horse out for fifteen 
dollars a year. The farmer found him excellent for all kinds of farm 
work, though he was only fifteen hands high when full-grown and 
weighed less than a thousand pounds. Even so, his master died , little 
thinking that this colt would be named after him and that Vermont horse 
breeders would make hundreds of thousands of dollars in profits from 
his descendants . 
Many efforts have been made to establish the ancestry of Justin. 
One historian asserts that his father was owned by General Delancy, 
comnander of refugee forces on Long Island, the son of True Briton or 
Beautiful Bay. The oother was also owned by the general. One record 
traces the breed back to the .Arabian horse, Godolphin of England. :Be 
tllat as it may, JUstin was a small bay with black legs, mane, and tail, 
who could outrun, out-trot and out-draw any horse around, even after a 
hard day•s work. He was a good farm horse but served equally well as a 
saddle horse. He died as the result of an accident when over thirty 
======-=================---~-=-===-=it===== 
years old, but even as an old horse he still walked with head erect and 
spirit in his eye. The story is told tha t when J?r.esident Monroe visited 
Burlingt on in 1816 he commented on the noble Justin Mor~, then abou t 
twenty years of age. 
The Vermont Morgans consisted largely of four branches founded by 
four sons of the original Justin Morgan. I n 1860 the state was well-
populated with Morgans, for when the request came from the Secretary 
of war for a regiment of Vermont cavalry mounted on one thousand 
Morgans, the mounted troops were in Burlington forty-two days after 
the order came • . Of the one thousand Morgans, eight hundred were killed 
and very few of the remaining two hundred ever returned to Vermont. 
While some Morgans have been fast trotters, such as "Ethan Allen," 
who was one of the fastest trotters of' his day, it is in longer races 
that they have shown the endurance of the first of the Morgans. 
Colonel Joseph Battell, millionaire of the early part of this 
century, spent his millions on blooded horses. lie compiled the "Morgan 
Horse Register," in which he attempted to give the pedigree of this 
breed. lie it was who gave the Unt ted States governm:lnt the valuable 
breeding farm in Weybridge, now known as the Morgan Horse Farm, and 
from which Morgans have been sent to nearly every country in the world. 
This farm was recently turned over to the Agricultural College at the 
University of Verr~nt. There are also privately-owned Morgan farms in 
the state. 
The formation of the Green Mountain Horse Association has brought 
revived interest in horses, while the ne.rk:i.ng off of over a thous~ 
I 
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miles of little-traveled, picturesque hill roads as bridle paths bas 
enticed many a vacation seeker to take a trip on horseback. 
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Suggested Activi ties 
for Use with 
AGRICULTIJRE IN VERMO}JT 
1. On a m;~.p of the state which shows counties indica.te the number of 
cattle in each co'Ullty at present; indicate the number of inhabi-
tants in each county; draw a co~arison between the nwnbers. 
2. If Vermont furnishes two-thirds of the milk used in the :Boston 
milk shed and eacll perso11 uses one pint per day, how many q"Oarts 
of milk does the :Boston area purchase in a week? Check your 
figures by writing to the State Department of .Agrie1.1lture for 
the correct information. 
3 . :By means of a graph compare the Vermont milk production with that 
of Wisconsin~ I n a second graph compare the areas of the two 
states. I n a third graph compare their population. Sumnarize 
your findings. 
4. Visit a dai ry farm and talk to the farmer about the crops he 
raises ; the milk production on his farrn; the rrachinery which 
he uses . Report to the class. 
5. Visit a nearby soil conservation project; report to the class. 
6. Visit a dealer in farm n:achinery to learn w:bat types are commonly 
sol:i to farmers in your area,. Can you name o tb.e1· machines which 
he does not ca:rry in stock and explain the reason for it ? 
7. Visit a pasteurization plant; report to the class. 
a. Visit the local creamery to learn how milk is prepared fo1· narket 
and by what means it is transported. Find out what that creamery 
does with surplus milk. 
9. y means of a 1mral show the history of Verrnont agriculture. 
10. Panel discussion: T"'ne future of Vermont a griculture. 
11 . Using figures given on tables at the end of this section t answer 
the following: 
a. What per cent of farm income carne from dairy products 
in 1945? 
b. v'{ha.t product was next in importance? 
c. \Vh,at per cent of vermont farms are pasture? Woodland? 
Tillage? 
d. Which crops raised are fed to cattle? 
e. What cattle feed mu.st be imported? 
f. What cash crops has the farmer beside milk? 
I 
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Suggested Activities 
for Use Wi th 
AGRI CULTtTRE IN VmMONT (continued) ·---
g. Wby were grains always i mportant i n the early days? 
h. How does the reason for raising grain in Vermont 
now differ from the reason one hundred years ago? 
12. Make a collection of newspaper clippings which relate to this 
i ndustry; displ ay them on the bulletin board* then discuss 
them with your class . 
6 
THE STORY OJ!' MANUFACTURI11G I N VERMONT 
While we think of Vermont as being chiefly an agricultural state, 
other industries have entered into its development. Eil-rly Vermont 
farmers were practically self-sustaining; few articles were bought. 
Life was not easy for vermont men, women and cr.d.ldren. in the early days. 
There were no electric washing machines, horse-drawn rakes, threshing 
machines or reapers, to say nothing of tractors , electric milking 
ID9.chines, hay balers and giant combines. This was the day of hand 
labor~ Everything was done by hand, not by j ust pressing a button or 
turning a switch, but by back-breaking, sweating labor. The men re-
ceived some help in the early half of the last century with the im-
provements in farm tools and the invention of the mowing nachine and 
the reaper. Women were forced to wait for the present century and the 
development of the many wonderful household appliances operated by 
electricity before their drudgery was lightened. "Man works from sun 
to sun, but woman • s work is never done" was all too true of early farm 
life in Vermont. 1'b.e n:e.n of the hous e built the home, made its furni-
ture and J:>J.s tools, besides carrying on the outdoor work. The wife 
and mother fed and clothed her large family, made the soap, candles, 
buttert cheese, stockings, mittens, hats, and all cloth from which gar-
ments were made. She also helped with outdoor work. An early Montpelier 
historian tells us that Mr. Davis, the first settler, thought nothing 
of taking his four beautiful daughters out to work in the flax fields. 
The children helped with whatever work they were old enough to do. The 
farmhouse was a workshop where countless things were made by band. Who 
/ 
has not felt the joy of making things? I t must Mve been fun, indeed , 
to sit around the great apen fire on a winter evening and whittle, 
knit , spin or weave while grandfather told stories of the Indian wars 
or of the war of Independence while the children took turns pOpping 
corn in the big spider. 
The Industrial Revolution of eighteenth-century Dl.gland was slow 
in corn:l.D..g to America because of England's laws which forbade the -export 
of both machines and plans. As late as -1808 the only Vermont exports 
of nuch value were potash and pearl a.ah, made from the plentiful timber. 
Gradually home manufacture rroved into small shops. The abundant water 
power of the Vermont river_s was utilized early for the running of grist 
mills. The need for certain goods and the raw materials at hand seemed 
to determine wl:!at these pioneers would make in their early mills. 
(See list on later page.) \Y.hat resources did they have? What articles 
did they need? They had grain for meal and flour, wool for cloth, 
forests for lumber, iron for nails and small tools , and hides for 
leather. The early woolen mills were for carding wool and fulling 
cloth. Other processes were done in the homes. The girls were still 
wearing coarse homespun, though peddlers had already visitei many 
Vermont farrdhouses and villages selling the bright new cotton calico , 
and had left many a vermont maid wishing she might have a few yard,s 
for a new dress. 
Gradually there came to be a surplus of goods nade in the little 
mills owned by a neighbor and his brother, or by a friend. This 
I - surplus could be sold. The old system of barter began, 
L__to be replaced with the use of money. 
more and more, 
2 
Before the Civil War the yankee ingenuity had be~ to fashion 
nany things other than those which have been mentioned. · Vermont had 
its share of early inventors, some of whose inventions formed the basis 
for new industries in the state~ Tbe first United States patent was 
issued to Srumel Hopkins of Burlington for a system of naking potash 
by leaching wood ashes. The first patent records reported by James 
Madison also give Samuel Morey credit for improvements of the steam 
engine in 1795 and 1803. E:e, you remember, was one of several in-
ventors who worked on a steamboat. John Deere, a Vermont blacksmith, 
invented the steel plow after migrating westward to Illinois where 
the cast-iron plow proved UDSatisfactory. I n 1817 the foundation for 
the Dagle Square COmpany was laid by Silas Rowes of Shaftsbury by the 
invention of the steel square which was made by Mr. Rowes out of two old 
saw blades. Thome.s Davenport, born in neighboring Williamstown, was 
the inventor of the electric motor (1834). He died a disappointed nan 
because he was unable to ma.n:u.facture and market it. Windsor, the home 
of inventors, began the production of hydraulic p'UPlpS invented by 
Rubbard early in the last century. The same Mr. HUbbard began in 1835 
the manufacture of underhammer rifles invented by his son-in-law. This, 
and other improvements in arrrs, brought Windsor its first real boom, 
with orders for firearms for the Crimean, Mexican, and Civil wars. In 
1831, ThaddellS :Erastus Fairbanks took out a patent for a machine for 
weighing heavy bodies. This was followed by the establishment of the 
Fairbanks Scale Company, which became a very important business to the 
village. 
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Paper mills l:Jad been established using rags as raw materials. 
They later turned to the use of paper pulp. :By the 1850•s we find 
iron goods, cotton, paper, boots and shoes, and farm implements men-
tioned as important manufactures, with woolen goods leading all 
others. (See table of manufactures.) 
Then came the railroad to Vermont in the fifties. New markets 
were opened to the railroad towns and nearby farmers. To the latter 
it brought the "butter and cheese" era. To the former it meant ex-
pansion of trade, more ner:k:ets, more manufacturing, more income. To 
villages not on the railroad, like Springfield , :aarre and Montpelier, 
it meant delayed progress. :By the nineties woolen goods had given first 
place to lumber~ Iron goods. machinery, cheese, butter, condensed 
milk, scales, leather goods, paper, flour and grist mill products, 
stone products, hosiery and knit goods, and woolen all held a hl.gh 
place. Dy nineteen hundred the fast growth of :Barre's granite industry, 
following the extension of the Central Vermont Railroad branch to 
:aarre ~and Montpelier, brought the products of ma;rble, granite and slate 
into first place, with butter and cheese in second place. 
The recent industrial growth in Vermont is largely the story of 
the development of the mining, quarrying and finishing industries 
connected with the resources of talc, asbestos, lime, slate, Im.rble, 
granite, and the Im.chine industry supplemented by hundreds of wood-
working industries throughout the state. In addition, there are 
lmndreds of other little industries which make a great variety of dif-
ferent articles. In 1939 machinery held first place with stone, 
textiles and lumber following in that order. In 1947 nBcbinery still 
held fir·s t place, with paper, 1 umber and textiles in the next three 
places. 
Thus, we may speak of the Rutland-Proctor area as the marble area , 
the ]arre area as the granite area, the Springfield-Windsor area as 
the machine-tool area, POill tney-Fair ~ven as the slate area. Burlington 
leeds in the use of luniber, but many towns have numerous industries of 
tbat type~ \Ve IIIIlSt remember that it is the wide divergence of snall 
industry and the countless small industries which help to provide income 
for thousands of Vermonters and which enable them to buy the conveniences 
which modern industry offers for sale. Without them the SIIBll villages 
would suffer~ Vermont, you must know, is a state of villages . Many 
main types of manufacturing are scattered rather than concentrated in 
one locality~ Among such are lumber, textiles , wooden products and 
maple sugar. 
The Vermont Development Cornwission is interested and active in 
promoting new industries. A recent trend is for large concerns to 
establish subsidiaries or branches in the state. The Barre Qapacitator 
.Plant and a branch of the American Optical o:>mpany in Brattleboro are 
examples of this . 
A recent survey of the state•s possibilities by an expert brought 
forth a recommendation for fUrther industrial development of small 
industries employing from ten to fifty persons. t~~s being t he great est 
need of Vermont a t present • 
. I 
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MANUJJY~CTt.TRED PRODUCTS OF VERM01TT IN CER'l!AIN ~ 
1810 1820 1940 1850 1860 
*iron **woolen **woolen ••woolen ••-.voolen 
paper *iron goods iron goods iron goods *cotton 
OJ.l breweries and tanneries cotton paper 
distilleries distilleries cotton paper boots and 
tanneries cotton paper boots and shoes 
cabinet work *grist, saw shoes farm im-
potash (Incolllplete) and oil farm im- plements 
maple sugar mills plements hosiery 
*wool cloth pottery •scales 
cotton cloth glass 
*linen cloth furniture 
mixed cloth carriages 
hats and wagons 
saddles and granite, 
harnesses marble and 
*leather stone 
machinery 
*brick and 
lime 
breweries 
Total Val ue $890,353 $6,923,982 $8,570,920 $14,637 , 8(17 
~ 1900 1910 
•woolen 
*i ron 
cotton 
furniture 
carriages 
and wagons 
machinery 
boots and 
slloes 
*scales 
leather 
car shops 
*lumber 
organs 
paper 
*leather 
•hosiery 
*woolen 
(in or~of value) (in orderof value) 
*iron goods 
cot ton 
*machinery 
knit goods 
*cll.eese, 
butter and 
condensed 
milk 
*boots and 
shoes 
•sca.les 
*leather 
**lumber 
mrble and stone marble and stone 
work 
butter, cheese 
and condensed 
milk 
paper and pulp 
flour and grist 
products 
woolen , wors'ted 
and hats 
fotJndry and 
machine shop 
products 
medicines • etc .. 
hosiery and knit 
goods 
work · 
lumber and tim-
ber products 
butter, cheese an 
condensed milk 
woolen, worsted 
and bats 
flour and grist 
products 
paper and woodpulp 
foundry and 
machine shop 
hosiery and knit 
goods 
f'urni tur e and 
refrigerators 
medicines, etc. 
men• s clothing 
railrfad cars and 
Total p~f~~s &~bing ~======~F===~va=l=u=e~~3~2~.1~8~4~·~6~0~6====~~~~~~==~~~~~====~ ~~.~- ~====~======= 
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MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS OF VERMONT IN CERWN YEARS 
(continued.) 
1939 1947 
(in order of value) (in orderof value) 
m'3.chinery 
stone products 
textiles 
lumber 
ma.chinery 
paper 
lumber 
textiles 
Value addec'l;, by Manufacture Value of Manufactures 
1899 
1909 
1919 
19~9 
1939 
1947 
:sarre 
$25 ,130,000 
33,487,000 
71,788 ,000 
77,260,000 
49,741 ,000 
149,685,000 
$63 , 309,824 
168,108,000 
Figures shoVling value added by rranufacture of goods 
made in certain cities and number of workers 
eng§ged i~r~~ucti~- ~n~~--------~~-
Va.lue 1939 Workers Value 1217. Workers 
$3,648,000 1,214 $8,192,000 1,367 
:Burlington 4,312,000 1 , 7CJ7 14,273,000 
9,527,000 
2 ,394 
1 , 980 Rutland 783 
** - first in rank. 
• - important • 
/" 0 0 
,, 
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SUP~ested Activities 
for use Vl:i'l:;h 
MAllUFACTURIN'G IN 'V:llm!OllT 
1. On an outline map of Vermont show its mineral resources; show the ,, 
towns and cities which quarry or finish them. 1 
3. 
On an enlarged map of Vermont (drawn to sca~e) show what you con-
sider are the towns and cities which have importa.nt rranufacturlng 
enterprises; show ten comparatively small villages which owe their 
existence to a rather unusual manufacturing enterprise. 
On an enlarged map of the state show villages and cities which manu- 'I 
facture articles out of wood. J 
4. By means of a nn.U'al show the early types of manufactUl·e carried on 
in the state~ 
5. Make a bar graph or a pictograph to show the compe.rati ve value of 
manufactured goods over a period of years . 
6. Make a simple graph to show a compar ison between the value of farm 
products and manufactured goods for a ny two census periods. 
7. ]y means of a graph corrr.pare the va-lue of Vel~mont ~s rr:anufactures 
~~th those of t~~ other New Engla nd States for any one year. 
8 . Panel discussion: Manufact'l.U'ing in Vermont holds greatei' promise 
for the futu.:re than agriculture. 
9. BY a series of sketches show the processes in the quarr~~ng and 
manufacturing of a granite memorial . 
1!10. Visit a granite quarry and tell the class about your visit. 
11. ,, Other field t rips for groups or individuals might include: 
a. Maple sugar process i ng p lant . 
b. Creamery where ice croo~m is rr.ade. 
c. Granite shed. II 
I 
112. Dramatizations or conversations which you might enjoy: 
a. The arrival of tb.e first Scotch settlers t o Barre. 
b . A Barre resident and a Montpelier resident discuss 
the building of the Central Vermont Railroad in 1850. 
13. Make a collection of newspaper clippings which relate to this in-
dustry; display them on the bulletin board ; discuss them with 
your class. lj 
--#-
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TEE PEOPLE - VERMOUT IS GREATEST RESOURCE 
The Ind.ia.n contribution to the civilization of Vermont seems to 
have been not a blood heritage but rather a tradition of blood and war 
paint. The occasional sight of Indian relics causes many of us to see 
in iiiRe;"ina.tion, wigwams , war parties and wampum, but one lasting heri-
tage from the red man is ours. As one author bas aptly put it: 
"Their name is on your waters 
You may not wash it out. u 
It is true. We have stream after stream still bearing the name given 
it by Indians centuries ago; Winooski, Men:phremagog, passu.mpsi c are 
sor.ae of these. 
The next inhabi ta.nts of Vermont, French trappers, ID:i.ssionaries 
and settlers, left a few names both on t he waters and on land; 
Lamoille , Isle la Motte, Champlain are some of these. They departed 
so hurriedly from this area that they, too, left no blood heritage. I t 
is of interest that certain FrenCh names applied in Vermont came not 
from French occupation but were chosen by English settlers themselves 
as being fitting and proper. Vermont and Montpelier are examples of 
these. 
The hardy pioneers from southern New England were the first truly 
permanent residents of Vermont. They it was who cast the die. It was 
their characteristics which were destined to become a part of the 
bone and sinew of the fourteenth state. It was they who were to give 
us our heritage. \Vhat kind of men were these pioneers? On the east 
were the pious, law-abiding and conservative of puritan background; on 
the west the rough . adventurous, vigorous, unmannered and free-thinking, 
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With little respect for either tradition or authority. These two 
groups were at first divided in purpose, but as the central hill 
regions became settled, the mountains which bad divided them became 
1: 
the link which brought them together. Settlers in the hill regions had 
contact with both the Puritans of the eastern to .. s a.."VJ.d the Green Moun-
II tain Boys of those to the wes t . Gradually the three groups intermarried. 
The ro·agh courage of the Green Mountain :Soys was softened by the piety c£ 
the Puritans. All began to cooperate and strive for the comrnon good. 
Vermont was born of three conflicts , then forced to st~~gle for 
free-iom from :New York and :New Hampshire. As an independent co11llll0n-
wealth. she strove fourteen years to join the Union. 
If the topography of a region helps in the formation of the 
character of its people, we must think of the possible effects of a 
mountain region with many hillside farms, some gravelly. others stony, 
where those who farm stz-.J.ggle to eke out a scanty existence. We rrust 
think of a few conveniences, no comforts brought in from the outside 
I' world. 
c 
we must think of a lack of money With which to buy them, if 
I; 
1: 
r 
II 
I 
I 
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offered. We mst thil'lk of a self-sustaining popu.latio11 engaging in 
the severest toil in order that the barest necessities of life may be 
supplied. :sut, too. we must think of the mountains , the rivers , the 
brooks, the forests, the lakes, the skies, and the green hills. They, 
too , nntst help build the lives of those who abide in them 
Here we have ou.r heritage of independence of spirit , ability to 
work, courage, thrift and contrariness, if you like that word. 
The Revolutiona.ry war was followed by a full generation of free-
thinking and loose-living almost unparalleled in .American history. 
r~ 
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Fortunately, then came evangelical Christianity with its heart-stirring 
revivals. Then came, too, the broad reforms in the Congregational 
Church. The evangeli caJ. religions made a great appeal to these 
simple-living men and women, a.nd we soon find a great wave o:f reform 
moving up the hills and. across the valleys. With it came the growth 
of movements for the betterment of humanity. 
One of these was the temperance crusade with its emphasis on the 
lessened use 'of intoxicating liquor. ·A Vermont newspaper of that time 
gives a model farmer •s income in the town of :Serlin as coming two-thirds 
from haps. This reform, then, meant mu.ch to Vermont•s economy, but 
even so, they responded to it. / 
.Another reform was directed toward i~rovement in the condition of 
unfortunates, the blind, poor, insane, and those slm.t up in prisons. 
Surely the leaven of the Christian religion was at work. 
The fever of the anti-slavery refor-m also rocked Vermont. While 
William Lloyd Garrison first pUblished his anti-slavery literature in 
:Bennington, 1 t was some years later that the agitation for reform be-
crume active. During the period of fugitive-slave laws several t~ 
lines of the Underground Railroad went through the state. One writer 
states that hundreds must have passed through Montpelier as there one 
of the nain trunk lines divided int o three branches. 
:Sy the middle of the last century we nay say tbat Vermont was grow-
ing up. The rush of settlement was over. Life was easier for many, ·the 
villages and the older settlements were even enjoying some of the com-
forts of life. Most of the railroads had been built linking the state 
with the ou.tside world. We !lll.St bear in wind, however, tbat many were 
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still l iving the bard way. Many persons still alive have parents wlm 
were brought up on self-sufficient farms where cloth was woven, cook-
ing done over a fireplace, soap and candles made at home, and pennies 
(if there were any) "pinched until they squeaked." Others were saving 
a little money, looking ahead for the rainy day. A diary of 1855 gives 
the following items which rray help us to understand a little about 
money at that time: 
zt yards flannel (cotton) ® l~F 
Dr. Scholl - tooth pulling 25~ 
1/2 bushel potatoes · 17¢_ 
241 lbs. beef <i 4F. 
l/2 day's work 50~ 
My horse 1/2 day 20~ 
Did education play no part in the life of these people? Yes, 
almost as soonas a community was or~nized some provision was made 
for the education of the young. In 1777, the Constitution drawn up in 
Windsor required the establishment of a school in each town and recom-
mended the establishment of a gramma1· school in each county and one 
university for the state. The syst em of district schools controlled 
almost entirely by the coi'Ill'Ill.l.D.i ty grew out of tllis. Up until the Civil 
war a portion of the e:xpense of schools depended on the scholars, tbJ.s 
forcing the large family to give most. Schools became free in 1864, 
though teachers still •!boarded around.n \Ve should mention the 
washington County Grammar School founded in Montpelier in 1813. The 
building stood on the site of the new elementary school. 
The less strenuous life, the softening influence of evangelism, 
the liberal reforn8 in the Congregational Church, the increased com-
mu.nication with the outside world, the tem,pera.nce reform, and the new 
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interest in improving the lot of unfortunates bad an effect on the ~ 
people. They became more law- abiding, rrore refined , and more religious. I 
The last half of the last century brought more railroads , the tele-
!1 graph and the telephone "party lines," which gave increased contact 
I: 
,; with other places. 
,, The new century followed With the wireless , re.dio , more telephones , 1 
the automobile . motor truck, and lm.ndreds of labor- saving devices all 
bringing Vermont in closer contact With the r est of the world. These 
wonders carried the farroor to the city to deliver his goods and attend 
the movie; they carried the city-dweller to the country where he enjoyed 
interests were broadened. The farmer was now able to live a broadened 
life, he listened to the radio for crop reports and news, he saw 
friends more often, attended lect11res and farm rneetings, the arm 
Extension Service was begun, and withal, the fermer became a small 
I 
I 
I 
business man. :1 
iVbat bas been added to this heritage already described? \1'.aat 
II later groups have entered the state to modify or change it? The first 
\: real im.rnigrants to come directly from foreign soil were the few Scotch 
I 
1 settlers who came to :Barnet and Ryegate in 1773. T'.uey were well- I 
I 
rooted by the time oth£u·s came , so let us disregard them for the present .. ! 
I The coming of the railroad brought the French canadians and the 
II 
1 Irish who llad left their homes to escape famine . 
II 
These were all 
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unskilled workers who wielded picks and shovels and laid the first 
tracks over which the iron hol'se chugged its way through the mountain 
passes of Vermont. After tbs.t work was finished many drifted into 
other industries along the Otter and West Rivers. The marble work 
near Rutland drew many of these. 
Many French canadians emigrated to Rutland, :Barre, and Windsor to 
escape the oppressive regimes in canada~ Many came during times of 
labor troubles. These .French people have also settled. on nany farms 
where they l:lave shown themselves thrifty and competent farmers. This 
group .tends to settle near churches of their faith unless their numbers 
are such as to make possible the establishment of one. 
Italians have settled in Burlington, Barre and Rutland. They 
have brought a high grade of sk:t.ll, brawn, a willingness for bard work, 
and a love of art and music. In Barre, many leading business men are 
among the descendants of these people. 
The Scotch bave settled around Ryeg-ate and in :earre. The thrifty 
Scotch of Barre laid the foundation of the granite industry. Many of 
their names are connected with the ownership of gran.i te quarries and 
sheds. · 
Before 1800 the Welsh were attracted to the slate region near 
Poultney. Religious persecution had forced them to leave their native 
Wales. These people were thrifty, profoundly religious, and mu.ch in-
terested in education of the young. The Welsh Male Cb.orus of today 
is an outgrowth of an interesting old world custom. can you hear a 
group of Welsh coal miners on their way from work singing a Welsh 
love song or other air? Their lunch pails are sWinging to the reythm . 
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of the song. This love of Welsh music is reborn in these modern 
Poultney singers. 
The Scandinavians, especially the Swedes, have settled in the 
granite and marble areas where many have become leading and influential 
citizens. 
The Finns brought to the marble quarry section a love of sports. 
ThO"..lgh they have gone to other places, their interest in track, skiing 
and sWimming left its i:t:rg?rint on that region. 
Poles, Russians» and otl:lers of Slavic orig,in make up a large per-
centage of the workers in the machine shops of Windsor and Springfield. 
In Springfield they constitute one-third of the entire papulation. 
They have contributed much to art, music a.nd. athletics. Many of them 
play on the :high school teams., 
Small groups from other European countries have come to Vermont. 
Among those countries Spain, Germany, Lebanon, Hungary, Czechoslovakia. 
and .Rtlthenia could be mentioned., Fo1•eign-born have never made up a. 
very large percentage of the statets populationa In the eighteen-sixties 
they constituted about 11%; around 1900 about 13%. The percent is, of 
course, smaller at present. Many states had a much higher percentage, 
some more than 20%; other states had less than five percent.. The idea 
that this state bad the smallest percentage of foreign-born is a myth, 
for statistics prove it otherwise. Statistics also prove that prac-
tically all of them settled in the industrial centers. Only the 
French-oa.nad.ia.ns have been attracted to farming on the inviting green 
hills. So we may deduce that their influence has been felt principally 
in the few larger villages and cities where gra~ite, marble, slate, 
lumber and nachine shops have been located. 
In describing the Vermonter of today many try to describe the 
typical one. There is no such person. Vermont's people, like those of 
other states, are of many types. A few are still living much as others 
did one hundred years ago, others are keeping pace with every modern 
trend and gadget. The average Vermonter, however , still retains some 
of the characteristics of his ancestors v Writers describ e him as a 
believer in personal liberty, intolerant of anything that interferes 
with his rights. One writer has said, "You can be rich or poor, Wise 
or foolish, good or not-so-good, but you are conceded your sovereign 
right to be yourself." Another describes him as conscientious and self-
reliant. perhaps this is well-illustrated by John Coolidgets statement 
that he didn't think of his boy as President of the United States but 
as a good, honest boy who wou).d do his best with a:ny job given him. 
Calvin coolidge was a t~~e son of the Green Mountains. 
Is the Vermonter different? I s he unique? Probably there are many 
such, but every state ba.s many such; they make life interesting. Who 
of' us would not like to meet Walter Hard•s 11 Grandma" from Vermont, who 
insisted on climbing to the top of the Empire State Building by the 
stairs? 
The purpose of this section is not to prove that Vermonters are 
better than people of other states; it is not to make a co~arison 
between them and the citizens of other states; it is to show how they 
have developed according to the heritage that ba.s been theirs. 
Perhaps Vermont is, as someone has said, the last stronghold of 
Yankeeism. :S:e adds that the Yankee has stuck to the philosophy that 
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there is dignity to work with the bands; that one :bas a right to be a 
rugged individualist. Re further adds that the Yankee is gradually 
losing his identity as such, for his way of life will have little 
place in a modern social order. 
The verse on the Simple narker on the grave of calvin Coolidge Will 
make a fitting closing for this story of vermont's peeple: 11 Sorne want 
to be different but haven't the nerve. Vermonters dare to be different. 
we are what we are and fame does not alter us." 
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POPULA.TION OF THE STATE OF VERMONT - 1790-1950 INCLUSIVE 
Free colored Alien Percentage of 
255 
Foreign :Bo~ 
1790 85,425 
1800 154,465 80.81/c 557 
1810 217' 895 41.1% 750 
1820 235,981 8.3% 918 935 .4% 
1830 280,652 1S.9'fo 881 3,364 1 .. 2+% 
1840 291,198 4 % 
1850 314,120 7.6fo 
1860 315,098 .3% 10+ % 
1870 330,551 4.9% 
1880 332,286 .fY/: 
1890 332,422 .1% 
1900 343,641 3.4.% 13 % 
1910 355,956 3.6% 14 % 
1920 352,428 .1% 
1930 359,611 2.of, 
1940 359,231 .lfo 
1950 377,747 5.1% 
FOREIGN POPULATION OF LARGER TOn~ AND CITIES - 1870 
1. :Burlington 6,168 
2~ Rutland 2,963 
3. st. Albans 2,183 
4. St. Johnsbury 1,058 
5. Fair Raven 657 
6 .. poultney 569 
7. :Bennington 552 
a. :Brattleboro 546 
9. Montpelier 440 
10. vergennes 365 
11. Windsor 145 
12. Springfield 145 
13. Wildersburgh. (:Barre) 55 
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NATIVITY 01!' VE.B.MmrT PoPULATION 
;aorn in: 1860 1900 1910 1940 
-
Vermont 239,087 
Connecticut 2,733 
Maine 1,214 
Mas sachus et ts 11,913 
New I:rtm!Pshire 16,682 
New York 8,668 
British America. 15,776 
canada (French) 11,976 
England 1,632 2,447 2,464 1,378 
Canada (all others) 7,759 
Germany 219 900 798 494 
Russia 615 2 ,455 630 
Ireland 13,480 7,453 4,950 1,043 
Sweden 1»020 1,331 790 
Scotland 1,078 2.049 2,615 1,020 
Italy 2,154 4,594 2,339 
wales 384 1,056 1.043 304 
MANY VERMONTERS LEAVE THEIR HOMElAND 
OU.r state ha.s probably lost a larger proportion of her native sons 
and daughters tl:lan any other state in the Union.. The boom of immigra-
tion to Vermont lasted only four or five decades. By 1830 the boom 
which had caused papulation increases up to eighty percent in a ten-
~ar period was over. The high birth rate accounts for some of this 
increase~ There were four times as na:cy births as deaths. 
As soon as these newcomers were through pioneering in one place 
they were ready to pioneer in another. Nothing daunted them. Many 
moved from southern to northern Vermont. We are not concerned with 
them, but with those who migrated to other states. Vermonters seemed 
to be of migratory stock, but unlike birds so classified, they sel dom 
returned to their nat ive haunts to live. These people were opportun-
ists; they were always anxious to take advantage of any opportunity 
that held out promise, but very wary of being fooled by the same thing 
twice. 
f".Llere was a similar pattern to many of the migrations. They 
usually left in snall groups, established a small community in a new 
and fair land, thoughtfully named it after the old home town i n 
Ver mont, and then clannishly kept t hei r identity as Vermonters, estab-
lished a vermont-type soci ety to remind them of happy childhood days, 
then assumed respected placed in the commuui ty. That done, they 
established a Vermont Association so as to keep in touch With each 
other and the home state~ Some states are literally peppered with 
Vermont names applied to towns, streets, squares and hotels. 
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Such groups of farmers went West With a. little money, the result 
of thrift, and then searched for new opportunities to invest it to 
advantage~ Many were young men who found the home farm was not large 
enough to S'l.lpport two generations. The "old folks" stayed on the 
Vermont fa.rzn while the young men and their young families sought fame 
and fortune in distant lands. 
These Vermonters had the "Malone fever," "Genessee fever," the 
"Ohio fever," and a. long list of other fevers which gave them a. desire 
to pioneer. They traveled by horseback, wagon, canal boat, on foot, 
and by the new railroad to get to the land of promise. :Railroad ad-
vertisements lured them with a. promise of better days ahead. 
Those who left Vermont were not all farmers. '!'nere were many boys 
who started out on foot, and often alone, to seek a. fortune. They 
were going nowhere in parti cu.lar, but planned to stop whenever and 
wherever opportu.ni ty appeared. :Blacksmiths 1 shoemakers, lawyers 1 
preachers of the Gospel, and jacks-of-all-trades joined tbe throng. 
They were able to locate where their particular abilities were needed, 
establish themselves in business and be ready for the first customer. 
Many worked their way west or south. Among them were the runaways, 
for in those days the work of a son or daughter belonged to the father 
until the person was twenty-one years of age. Fathers often "bound out" 
their sons to learn a trade, and i f conditions were not to the boy•s 
liking, the West or South beckoned. A :Burlington paper of 1803 con-
tained fi'. notice of a runaway apprentice, eighteen years of age. A 
reward Of fifty cents was offered for the return of this boy. W01.1ld 
you l:Jave returned him? Another paper of the same year carried a. notice 
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of a strayed or stolen horse, Tbe re i78-rd in this case was fifty dollars . 
These boys who became scattered all over tbe sparsely-settled parts of 
the country did not establish communities , ~o probably exerted less 
influence than the groups referred to in an earlier pararg e.ph. 
Then came the call of the mills. f.b.e Massacbu.setta mills attracted 
many girls :from the hill farms where IttOney -.s scarce. They rushed to 
the ci t1ee where work was plentiful at a few dolla.J"s a week. Tlus was 
only a small part of a general movement from rural to urban areas. 
Farms became larger, poor ones were abandoned , villages and c1 ties grew 
apace. 
tost of these emigrants were not dissatisfied with Vermont . They 
simply were opportunists. EVen Horace Greeley said , tiQo /est , young 
man. u :ay 1860 forty per cent of the people born in Vel"mont were 11 ving 
elsewhere. (See Table. ) 
The record of these Vermont born and bred young people has been 
an enviable one. The list of their accomplishments is too long to bs.ve 
a place here. Let 1t be enou.gb. to say that they bave furnished t enty-
nine chief Justices of seventeen a ta tea and terri toriea. t . nty-nine 
senators from fourteen states , one hundred thirty-nine congressmen from 
twenty-Dille states, :twelve bishops , one hundl"e\L. e".ght ed:1.tors of paper.a 
and ~oazines, fOUl' hundred thirty-seven authors of note , seventy- four 
college and un1 versi ty presidents . two presidents , ambassadors and 
foreign ministers, presidents of railroads , and a legion of other 
notables. Dorxna.n Xent of Montpelier, Vermont, bas made a tabulation 
from the 1905 edt tion of "'ihO •s Who in .America" and has figured the 
proportion of the men and women listed who came .from each state according 
8 
to population. He has found that the New England States, taken as a 
whole, averaged one in every 2037. All of these states rated among 
the highest nine states, With Vermont leading. She bad one person 
mentioned in the book of successful men and women for each 1275 of the 
1930 population. For the entire United States the average was one 
famous person for every 4421 of population. 
For over one l:nmdred years migration bas steadily gone on. 
Efforts have been IIade to stem the tide, but Vermonters are still 
opportunists . 
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rfEERE PEOPLE :sam IN VERMOl~ WERE LIVING IN 1850 .AliD 1860 
1850 
.!§.§2. 
New York 52,999 46,990 
Pennsylvania 4,532 4,276 
Obio 14,320 11,652 
Indiana 3,183 3,539 
Illinois 11,381 18,253 
Mic.."lll.gan 11,113 13,779 
Wisconsin 10,157 19,184 
Iowa 1,645 7 ,581 
Minnesota 100 4,208 
Missouri 630 1,835 
Kansas 0 902 
Nebraska 0 327 
Colorado 0 375 
california 1,194 3,419 
Utah 232 326 
Oregon and washington 111 424 
Massachusetts 17,646 · 18.652 
New Hampshire 11,266 11,950 
Connecticut 1,508 1,862 
Other Eastern States 2,233 2,799 j. 
The South 1,797 2,263 
Other Western Territories 8 169 
Total 145,655 174,765 
Stilwell, L. D., Mi~ation from Vermont, Montpelier: Vermont Historical 
Society, 1948, pp. 215-216. 
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Suggested Activities 
for use with 
THE PEQPLE: YEilMONT t S QRFAT:EAT RES()JRQE 
and 
hR.AliJY VERMONTERS LEA.VE TBEI.R HOMEIJJID 
1. On an outline map of United States indicate in some way to what 
states many Vermonte!'s :!:lave migrated, and in how great numbers. 
2. In a few paragrapl:u:l explain what you think are Vermont's present 
problems. 
3. In a short report tell which of Vermont's early problems were 
also the problems of other frontier states. How did the problems 
of Colorado differ from those of Vermont? 
4. Visit the Development Comrrdssion in Montpelier to get information 
regarding recent iwnigration into the state~ During the last ten 
years the gain has been the greatest since 1850. The local 
United States Census Office r~ght give you information, also. 
5. Visit the ]arre historical rooms in the public library. 
6. Plan a field trip to Montpelier for the purpose of visiting the 
Capitol and the Historical Mus~. 
7. Visit the ]arre Chamber of Commerce rooms and talk with Mr. Willey 
about present industrial conditions in ]arre. 
8. Visit any old resident of ]a,rre who is willing to talk about the 
city in his childhood. 
9. .Refer to the table showing the nativ"i.ty of the state•s population , 
and answer the folloWing: 
a. How do you account for the small number of Vermont 
residents born in Connecticut? 
b. Explain the early Welsh immigation. 
c. What is the most recent immigration snown on the 
table? 
d. Which colunm shows the coming of the Scotch and 
Italians to ]arre? 
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Suggested Activities 
for use with 
THE PEOPLE: YERiv!Ol-IT' S GRF.ATJ§T RESOURCE 
and 
~!Y VllE.MONTERS LEA \TE THEIR HOl!EWID 
(Continued 
10.. Oral or written reports (individual): 
*George Aiken Horace Greeley 
Ethan Allen Walter ~d 
Ira Allen Larkin Mead 
*Chester Artb11r JUstin Morrill 
Warren Austin *Charles Plumley 
Remember :Saker Rira.m Powers 
*"Snowflake" :Bentley Rowland Robinson 
Daniel Cady John Godfrey Saxe 
Thomas Chittenden Wendell Phillips ~ford 
Cb~rles E. Clark Joseph Smith 
Qalvin Coolidge *George Stannard 
*Walter Crockett ~~deus Stevens 
T'.nomas Da.VE".nport Ann Story 
George Dewey *Daniel Pierce Thompson 
John Dewey * 2'/idoc Thon:pson 
Stephen Douglas Royall Tyler 
*Ira Dutton (:Brother Joseph) Seth Warner 
*Tin~thy Dwight Emma V~llard 
*]~irbanks :Brothers Lucy \f.heelock 
Dorotey canfield Fisher "Red" vYing 
Robert Frost 
Rudyard Kipling 
Luigi Luciani 
Sinclair Lewis 
Group .Reports: 
vermont•s poets. 
Vermont poems. 
Thomas waterman Wood 
:Sri gham Young 
Alexand.er woolcott 
* - Short reports. 
Norman Rockwell 
Paul Sample 
Mead Schaeffer 
Dorothy Thompson 
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THE SOIL AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF V]UU~ONT 
~ 
The lands of the state have been classified very carefully by the 
experts, and divided into four classes as follows: 
Class 1. This includes loam and clay-loam soils which will 
provide an excellent living by farming and inten-
sive dairying. It consists of the level and roll-
ing lands of the Champlain Lowland, most of the 
river valley land throughout the state, and some 
fertile and stone-free hill lands. 
Class 2. This includes lands still well-adapted to dairying 
and crop production. Much of it is located in the 
better hill farming sections • though a. few flood 
lands and heavier clays of the valleys are ihcluded.. 
T'.a.e soils are largely loam or sandy and gravelly 
loa.ms. 
Class 3. This includes the poorer hill farming sections 
where it is almost impossible to live by farming 
alone. 
Class 4. This includes land covered with forests Where no 
farming bas ever been carried on, and still other 
sections with stones or poor soils and best adapted 
to forestry. 
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Kaolin 
. The kaolin deposits which extend in patches from :Bennington to 
Brandon include rich China clay and im,pu.re kaolin. T"nese deposits 
have been used for a century and a half. Among the products made 
have been stoneware, pottery, firebrick, tile, building blocks, bricks, 
pipe, posts and curbs. The impure kaolin is the brick and tile clay. 
Iron Ore 
Large quanti ties of bog iron ore are present in the vicinity of 
Monkton,. It was utilized to some extent in early days before rich 
deposits were discovered in other states. One state geologist reports 
that bog ore was mined in Wallingford, Plymouth, :Bennington and other 
places. It was smelted for wrought iron in small furnaces. 
Historian Crockett mentions iron works at Fair Haven, where nails 
were made. :By 1792 there were forges in all western counties, with 
bar iron being produced in Rutland. A large variety of products were 
made. 
:By 1820 a blast furnace in :Brandon made castings from a brown 
hemati te. Here was made the first cookstove in Vermont, and later , a 
heating stove. 
Asbestos 
The asbestos deposits of Ver.mont are located in t he northern part 
of Lamoille County on :Belvidere Mountain. Here is mined a large part 
of the United States• output. In some years it has approached one 
hundred per cent of the total. It is mined in Eden and Lowell. Its 
chief uses are fireproofing of numerous articles, shingles and 
brake linings. 
Talc 
A great broken chain of talc deposits extends north to south 
throughout the state. At present it is being mined at Moretown, 
Johnson, Chester and Windham. The chief product of these mills is 
ground talc used in paints and roofing. 
~ 
Limestone is found in northwest Vermont and in the region just 
north of the greatest narble deposits . Lima is made in Winooski , 
Swanton and St. Albans. The Vermont Marble Company also uses waste 
marble for the production of lime. The product is used mostly for 
building, paper making and agricultural purposes, and. in the chemical 
industries. 
This material was deposited in the form of shells in the shallow 
waters of an ancient sea to the depth of 12,000 feet. In a later 
sea period the waters became muddy and clay deposits were made on the 
bottom, eventually forming slate. Uplifting, folding, and metamorphosis 
caused the Green Mou11tains to become dry land. 
Marble 
Marble is metamorphosed limestone. The first IIJ9,rble quarry in the 
state was opened in Pittsford in 1795. At present Vermont is the 
greatest producer of marble in the entire country. The great deposits 
are in the Vermont Valley between the Green Mountains and the Taconic 
Range. Marble is also found in other sections. The colors of Vermont 
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marble range from pure white statuary narble to deep black. :Blue, 
clo-J.ded, greenish, variegated, red, gray, and na.ny other shades are 
quarried. The coloring comes from corals, crinoids and mollusks in 
the deposit . Roxbu.ry verde antique is a mottled dark green rrar'ble 
whicA 11as become the standard dark green of United States, though it 
varies from light or apple green to alrrost black with white veins. 
The chief marble products are memorials, mausoleums, building 
stone, interior finish , garden furniture, gifts, and ltuna.r n:arble, a 
new development which allows light to pass through it. 
Slate 
The best Vermont slates are found in the southwestern part of the 
state in the towns of Poultney, Fawlet, Fair Haven, Hydeville and 
Wells. Among these are those marketed as 11sea.-green," "unfading green," 
"purple," and "variegated.u 
Slate was first quarried on Scotch Hill in 1839. Early products 
of the quarries were school slates, roofing, hearths and headstones. 
At present we might mention roofing slate , electric panelst billiard 
slabs, flooring, flagging and narbelized slate. Only Pennsylvania ex-
ceeds Vermon.t in the value of her slate products. 
Qopper 
A rich vein of copper was discovered in Vershire in 1820. It 
extends into the towns of Strafford and Corinth. The raining of this 
copper has been intermittent rather than steady. At times between 
1854-1883, 100 tons were being produced daily. Twenty per cent and 
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twelve per cent dividends were decla.red in 1869 and 1870. After 
Smith Ely obte.ined control of nine-tenths of the stock and became 
president the surplus tended to be used to make irrq>rovements rather 
than to declare dividends. During the prosperous period which ended 
in 1882 , twelve hundred men were employed at times. T.he entire out-
put was sold to one concern which made "Star Wire :Bars , u a superior 
grade to be drawn into wire. costly lawsuits . labor trouble (Ely ·nar) t 
caused great losses, the price of copper dro:pped , and. to cap the 
climax, gree.t copper deposits were discovered in the West . 
The copper mines W.ve changed bands several times. At present the 
Elizabeth mine is being operated with i ts production being sold to one 
buyer , the United States government. 
Granite 
Gra.ni te is the most common igneous rock in Verzoont. Deposits near 
the surface are found almost entirely in the Piedmont of eastern 
Vermont . I t does not erode easily so many mountains stand out above 
the more level parts . Millstone Hill in ]arre Town , :Burke Mountain , 
Mount Ascutney and Mount Monadnock are grani te mountains . Essex County 
is practically a wilderness of granite, with glacial lakes lying in 
basir.s of gra.ni te. 
are : 
Other centers beside :Barre wrdch have granite of commercial value 
Woodbury 
:Bethel 
structural granite. 
whitest granite; used for Union Depot in Washington , 
D.O. 
DUmmerston - monumental ; light gray; dark blue buildings . 
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Groton, South .Ryegate, ) buildings; monument bases. 
Barton, Newport ) 
Windsor ":Bethel white," a mott led 
light-colored ; monumental ; 
buildings 
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THE STORY OF :BAR.."iiE 
Barre was chartered as the town of Wildersburgh in 1793. The 
name seemed crude to the early settlers. There are two stories as to 
how the name was changed. One tells us that enough settlers arrived 
by fall so that on September third of that year (1793) it was voted 
in a town meeting that the man who would give most toward the build-
ing of a meeting house might name the town. . Ezekiel Dodge Vlheele1• 
bid sixty-two pounds. If this story is true, it was he who chose 
· :sa.rre for its name. However, much credit is given locally to the 
story that two Massachusetts men, Joseph Thompson of Holden and 
Jonathan Sherman of Barre, Massachusetts, each insisted that the new 
town be given the name of his old home town. A fist fight ensued in 
the calvin Smith barn on West Hill, and upon its being won by Sherrtan, 
the town became Barre. 
The first settlers were samuel Rogers and Samuel Gold.sbury, who 
brought their families to the wilderness in 1788. By 1790 the town 
was being rapidly settled with people from MassaChusetts and New 
Hampshire. Like in other pioneer towns, life was bard in Barre, for 
grain had to be taken a distance of mol·e than twenty miles over the 
old Paine TUrnpike to Randolph for grinding. 
An early turnpike led to Boston through Barre and Washington. 
There were gates in the latter village. Later, Ira Day obtained a 
charter to build a pike through Williamstown Gulf. This became the 
stage route used by six to eight-horse coaches and freight wagons 
going from canada to Boston. Several of these teams made trips every 
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tbree weeks. Sad to say, nearly one-half of the freight is recorded 
to have been hogsheads of rum for Barre and Montpelier. 
The little village grew up on Jail Branch, so named because of a 
log jail located on its bank. On this stream and on Stevens :Branch 
we would have found a Stafford and Holden shop making forks for farm 
use; the old Twing works , now Smith, Whitcomb and cook•s, but estab-
lished by Mr. Twing, a great mill builder; Dayts grist, saw, sash and 
blind factory; a flannel factory , and others . North Bane became 
Twing.ville. 
I n 1870 there was only one house between the central House and 
Twingville. A swamp lay on both sides and extended to the foot of 
Goddard Hill. A sidewalk bad been built to Twingville, it i s true, 
but to avoid floods it bad been elevated several feet as f rom one to 
three feet of water could be expected at a l l times. 
The cluster of homes near where Lincoln School now stands was 
k11own as Gospel Village. 
The first school in Barre was the old .A.cademy , a boarding school 
built in 1852. Jacob Spaulding was the first principal of it. Vf.hen 
the new school was voted in 1891 it was decided to name it in honor of 
Mr. Spaulding , for he was considered an outstanding man of bis time. 
The first elementary school (1878) was on Church Street (property 
now owned by Rock of Ages Corporation). Then came the Beckley Street 
School (1890). The rapid growth in population caused other schools 
to be built very soon so that by about 1910 all the present schools 
had been built e:xcept the Spaulding wing. 
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The first ko.own use of :Barre granite was for arrowheads, ha.mmers, 
and other tools used by the red men. The granite industry was started 
after the war of 1812 by two returned soldiers, Robert parker and 
Thomas Courser. They opened. a quarry on Cobble Hill, the granite from 
which was used for millstones, doorsteps, posts and Window lintels. 
Later a better grade of stone was found on Millstone Bill. This is the 
granite now being quarried and which bas won fame as a beautiful 
monumental stone with great enduring qualities. It is the product upon 
which :Barre depends and around whiCL"l. certain other local industries 
center. The tool industry of Barre is one which supplies many granite-
working tools to the industry. 
E. L. Smith, whose name is known in the indus try, tells us that in 
1882 eight quarries had been opened.. He tells us that the Smith and 
Wheaton quarry on Cobble Hill furnished the large pillars, the founda-
tion, the underpinning and other parts of the new Vermont Qapi tol 
built in 1833-1837 (second capitol). ~ne Harrington quarry on Millstone 
Rill supPlied the blocks used in the walls. ~ne finished pieces were 
transported to Montpelier by ox teams drawn by thirty or more oxen. The 
next contract of consequence was for ten million paving blocks for the 
city of Troy. This immense order required the hiring of many new 
workers. More orders followed and thus the business grew, first slowly, 
then rapidly. 
The first building gra.11i te used in the city was hammered stone 
used in the foundation of the "Old Checkered Store" wbich stood where 
the Aldrich :Block is now (1802). The :Barre Congregational Church, the 
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washington County Court House and the :Barre Academy were trimmed with 
gTanite in the f ifties when cn1.tters were earning one dollar a day. 
When the Cent r al Vermont Railroad was built across Vermont it 
by-passed both Montpelier and :Barre, much to the disappointment of 
the citizens. Not until 1875 was the branCh of the railroad to those 
cities built . :By 1890 :aarre business men were able to get the llslcyline" 
built up the hill to the quarries. The rail lines meant much to :Barre. 
The granite business grew by leaps and bO\J,D.ds. :Between 1880 and 1890 
the population jumped from around two thousand to almost seven t housand. 
Th e new workers came mostly from northeast Scotland , Scandinavia, and 
northern Italy. These men were not ordinary workers but skilled 
artisans willing to work bard and long hours. Many of these men became 
the owners of quarries and manufacturing plants and their names stand 
today as monuments to their thrift, industry , craftsmanship and business 
s.bility. Their names are perpetuated in t he streets, quarries, f arn1il 
and stone sheds. The business expanded; others carne from European 
countries and Canada, s o tl:J,s.t :Barre ·oecame a "melting pot" where groups 
from many nations mingled happily. 
Th~~gh other industries are found her e, such as a large capacitator 
plant employing mostly women, three tool shops, a veneer mill a nd 
others, still it may truthfully be said , ":Barre rests on granite." 
Interesting Places to Visit in :Barre 
Old Turnpike Route. 
Twing Hause - 431 North Main Street. 
Paddock House - 188 South Main Street. 
Wheelock House - liorth. !~lain Street . 
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THE STORY OF ::BENNINGTON 
Did you know that ::Bennington had the honor of being the first 
to\m in the New Hampshire Grant s chartered by ::B enning Wentworth? Its 
name is deriv-ed from his Christian name, ::Benning. I ts early founders 
invited members of the Congregational Church to remain and settle, 
directed ::Baptists to Shaftsbury, Episcopalians to Arlirigton, and all 
others to Pownal. 
::Bennington today is of two parts , Old :Sen..Ylington, an exclusive 
summer resort , and New ::Bennington, an industrial center. Old 
::Bennington is the historic part , important in the days of the Green 
Mountain :Boys. T'.aey were known i n New· York as the ":Cennington Mob." 
I t was also important in the days of the Revolution a.s the site of 
colonial storehouses which held supPlies badly needed by :Burgoyne ts 
famished :Sri tish armies . Rere may be seen the Battle Mon'Wllent , the 
old burying ground, the historical museum with its collection of 
beautiful pottery , the site of the catamount Tavern, and other in-
teresting historic spots .. 
:t-Tew :Bennington is a modern manufacturing town. :SY t he beginning 
of the Civil war it ba.d paper mills, knitting mills , iron furnaces , a 
tin shop and at least three potteries . :B efore 1800 brick clay from the 
hills was used in making pottery, which was lead or salt glazed. The 
product W'<il.S of a high grade , that known a s "Stone l'{areu being the most 
i~ortant ., Other t;ypes made were Rockingham ware , yellow spat t ered 
with brown giving a mottled appearance , parian marble , a hard porcelain, 
and Cream ware. The early potters came from Connectimlt. Among them 
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was captain John Norton, who, with his son and son-in-law , were re-
sponsible for the pottery business in Bennington. Unfortunately , a 
fire in 1883 destroyed all molds and patterns and the making of 
Bennington Pottery became a nlost art." 
Modern :Bennington bas textile plants, paper mills • woodworking 
mills , and rrany other industries . 
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THE STORY OF :BURLINGTON 
This city, the ~ueen City of Vermont, was chartered in 1783 by 
Governor Wentworth. I n 1772 Ira Allen and Remember :Baker went north 
from their Connecticut home to look over lands on the Onion River. 
Here were found timber, power, furs. farm land, and navigable waters. 
These men, with Ethan Allen and another Allen brother, decided to pool 
their resources and buy the entire valley. I ra later owned most of 
these lands himself. This group owned lar ge tracts of land in nearly 
every town from Highgate to Pownal, in some cases the entire towna At 
one time Ira owned over half of Burlington. An advertisement placed 
in the Hartford, Connecticut, Courant in 1773 apparently brought 
settlers, for :Burlington was settled rapidly as soon as the war ended. 
Early industries of glass making, flour milling, pottery ma.:rru.fac-
ture, and cotton manufacturing were established. :By 1850 lumber was 
being utilized as the raw material in w..any industries. Tra de was 
carried on with Montpelier and canada which was, of course, the natural 
trading area for this part of the state,as the r ivers flowed northward. 
Much :Burlington oak and pine lumber passed through canadian cities on 
its way to Europe until the Cbamplain Canal (1820) diverted !urlingtonts 
trade southward. !y 1850 she had great lumber yards where lumber was 
sorted and shipped to Europe, South .America, california and the far 
Pacific Islands, and the city became one of the country 's in!Jortant 
lumber markets. 
In 1808 the second steamer to be used in the country operated on 
Lake Oban:plain. Recent news stories tell us mu.ch about the "Ticonderoga.,n 
t he last side-wheeler to operate on the lake. In the 
_oo 
quired two days and two nights to travel from Whitehall to St . Johns, 
Qana&t.. The Champlain canal completed the link of waterways between 
canada and the Atlantic ports. Steamers, sailboats, rafts and canal 
boats could be seen carrying their burdens of Vermont goods out and 
bringing back the new luxuries from the cities. The Daily Free Press 
of April 18, 1852, published in Burlington, shows a great variety of 
these luxuries for sale. Among them were coal, salt, buffalo robes, 
oysters, sugart gloves, snuff, Scotch wool, shirts, lard, hoop skirts 
and liheeler and Wilson sewing machines. The latter, they claimed, 
would make a gentleman 's shirt in one hour and sixteen minutes, whereas 
by band it could not be done in less t!t..an four teen hours. Proof of 
this statement was offered by tests actually made. 
With the coming of the railroad there came a g,Teat decline in lake 
trade, especially for the less bulky articles. 
Burlington has grown to be a beautiful city of large homes and 
towering elms. Its si tua.tion on the lake has added immeasurably to 
its attractiveness. 
Its present indus tries inchl.de nUIP.berless lumber and woodworking 
plants which make everything from bobbins to boats, maple products, 
maple sugar equipment , zre.chinery, pottery, clothing, cereals, 
mattresses and fertilizer. 
The University of Vermont, the first in the state, was chartered 
in 1790. Ira Allen gave four thousand pounds, Governor Chittenden 
three hundred pounds, and other contributors lesser amounts. The state 
made the sChool a gift of 29,000 acres of wild forested land located 
in one hundred twenty different towns, for it had nothing else to give. 
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Tl:lE STORY OF MOl~TPELIER 
Montpelier, unlike roost townships which have been mentioned, was 
probably gr8~ted by the acting governor of New Yor~ Eastory tells 
that in the 1770•s Ira Allen and some companions , hearing that Yorkers 
were surYeying the UpPer part of the Onion River where he bad large 
holdings , went in pursuit of them. He came upon the live embers of 
their camp fire near what is known as Lightning Ridge, but to his dis-
appointment , the enemy had fled, apparently having been warned of the 
approaching Green Mountain ~oys. 
The Vermont government organized in March 1778 took over the 
granting of lands, each township granted bringing severe,l hundred 
pounds into the empty treasury of the corrmonwealth. In 1780 Timothy 
:Bigelow and fifty-nine others petitioned the new legi. slH.ture for a 
grant of a certain tract of land under the name of Montpelier. T'..le 
e,Ta.nt was made the folloWing year, but without definite boundaries. 
Colonel J acob Davis , a leading proprietor , who dis liked the 
custom of naming the new towns a£ter those in parent states , suggested 
i~ name. Montpelier , explains one historian , is formed of the two 
Frenc:U words "mont" and "peller" meaning a "mountain" and "bare." 
The name, in spite of the unaptness of the latter part , appealed to 
the other prOprietors and thus t his little settlement came to have a 
French name. 
1~. Davis , though not perhaps the first settler . is considered 
the founder of the town. I n 1787 he left his faznily in :Brookfield. 
and with other men journeyed to the new land. This , the location of 
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forge was established. This later became tbe Lane Shops which, since 
1860, have built sawmills sold to practically every na.tion in the 
world. Much of the work attributed to Paul :Bunyan and bi.s blue ox 
bas been done, undoubtedly, by a Lane sawmill. In more recent times 
the :Barre granite industry has aided the industrial life of the ca~ital 
city. 
Montpelier does not , however, claim to be an industria-l city. .AJt, 
early as 1820, the first insurance company to be established there, the 
vermont Mut1.tal , came into being. I n 1848 the National Life Insurance 
com:pany, which now has agents all over the United States and in foreign 
lands, was established by Dr. Julius Dewey, the father of the faroous 
adwiral. These companies, With others founded later, have made 
Montpelier an i nsurance city. 
The location of Montpelier, on the shortest and easi.est natural 
route across the Green Mountains from east to west , led early people 
to believe that it might grow to be a very important trading center. 
In 1808 one writer described it as a low place on the north side of 
the Onion River, surrounded by hills, but a great thoroughfare, the 
travel going through in all directions ; three hundred i nhabi te.nts. 
Travel still goes through in all directions , i t is true, but its popula-
tion has not been able to equal that of industrial cities in less 
favorable locations. 
When the new county , Washington, was incorporated in 1810, this 
village became its shire town. Washington County is na.de up of land 
taken off Orange (:Barre) , Chittenden and caledonia Counties. In 1805 
the legislature in session at Danville selected Montpelier as the 
capital of the state, provided its citizens would provide the land and 
money for the construction of a capitol. The land was gi.ven by Thon:as 
Davis and the money raised by individual subscription. Daniel 
Thompson tells us t~~t at the time the building was erected there was 
no bridge across the North :Branch; that men and women rode through the 
stream on horses or in wagons while the boys waded across to get to 
the grounds of the new state house. :Between Colonel Davis' house and 
the new site was a field of waving corn. On its right was the old 
road (Court Street); on its left was staked out a new street to be , 
now State Street. 
I n 1832 the legislature decided to erect a new capitol with the 
main part of the e:xpense again placed on the shoulders of the citizens 
of Montpelier. They rose to the occasion and by 1836 the new build-
ing was ready for use. This building was built of :Barre granite. The 
present capitol was built in the eighteen fifties. This "new" state 
house, placed in a setting of broad lawns shaded by stately elms with 
a backgrouOOd of wooded hills rising precipitously in back of it. is 
considered by those who are COII!Petent to judge one of the finest in 
the entire country from an architectural viewpoint. 
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